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øc ø MOIDSBRN METHOD OF 
otGi4 TENSI ON SUPPLY 

By using " HART " Accumulators for High 
Tension circuits, you can at once eli minate 
all dry battery troubles; the steady voltage, 
low resistance and big reserve of power 
which constitute  such marked features 
of  " HART "  Low  and  High  Tension 
Accumulators, ensuring receptions.at its best 

BATTER I ES 
FOR ALL WIRELESS CIRCUITS 

fillasidaU Ali 
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Ask for 
T YP E 

C A P A CI TY' 

2,500 milli-a mp.  hours. 

Regd. Design No. 719,181. 

'lie Supreme 
idi9k Tension Battery 

THIS BATTERY provi(1cs the most satk. 
factory s')urce of H.T. in existence. 
It will stand for six months at least, without 
detriment or loss of charge even when parti-
ally run down, so that its full capacity is 
available though the discharge be 4pread over 
such periods.  It can be recharged, and, 
reasonably cared for, will last for years. 
[he discharge is steady, free from fluctua-
tions, and ensures pure reception against a 
silent background that is a revelation. 

THE 

LONG - LIFE  BATTERY 

TYPE  2,500 milli-amp. hrs.  9 i 

• 
J  PRICE 15/ per 20-volt  U 

unit,  per volt. 

Advertisement of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co.Ltd. 
Clifton junction, Nr. Manchester. 

9, Holland Road, 
Aston, Birmingham. 

February 7th, 1927. 

Dear 0.M., 

How is your log going on? 
The Yanks came in fine last night. 
Did you record them on sheet 
which you can file for future 
reference?  You know what I 
mean, ruled and printed sheet all 
of a size and punched ready. I 
iwill send you samples f you like.  

Best 73's, 
p.p. B. Matthews & Son, 

EG 6CC. 

P.S. 9 columns and 2 columns. 

High Class 
American Type 

WIRELESS 
CABINETS 

FOR THE AMATEUR 
CONSTRUCTOR 

The outstanding feature of 
these high-class cabinets Is the 
ease with which the net may 
be withdrawn for ilitilliti0011 without interference to the wising 
from well-seasoned Mahogany or Oak and polished by hand. 
Prices:  12  14  18  21  24  28 Inches. 
Oak  17/-  17/6  18/6  19/6  20/6  21/6 
Mahogany  17/6  18/-  10/-  20/6  214'6  22/6 
Obtainable from all rell-tble dealers. If auy difficulty write to the Hazl et% 

The 1244 and 18 In. are 8 Ine. wide Inside. 
The 21-24 and 28 In. are 9 Ins. wide Inside. 

IT &de 

FRANK RIDDIOUGH & SON, Westgate, Bradford 
'PA...: 430 lir•dfort 
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Always mention 

T. & R. 
when buying Wireless 

Goods. 
It will help You and Us! 
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AL W A YS  M E N TI O N "R.S. G.B."  W HE N  PU RC HASI N G. 
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The 

Book of the Moment 
W HAT IS WRONG ? 

17'0U can find out very easily from "The Radio Amateur's Handbook," the only Amateur's Short Wave liandbook in 
existence.  The first print has run out long ago but we 

have now managed to get in a stock of the second print. Order 
yours now we have them  next week it might be too late. 

Every amateur will effect an economy by having this book in 
his station, it contains reams of information not to be found in 
any other Handbook.  You will be behind the times  if 
you do not get it. 

We have another Consignment. 
Do YOU want one ? 

We have them in the Sale: Departmeni, 

'N'ordtvikatearl 
a n d b  O k 

AI. .•  4.-.'-.•Vtli pr  vsk; 
Tik toittp,. otccitrol. 

wit 
• 

Price 4/ 

I. • 

1 

se 

Post free, cash with order. 

"T &  R  B U L L E TI N "  Radio Society of Great Britain, 
•  y  —  53, Victoria Street, S. W.1. 
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Don't  Complain 
about  your 
batteries  run-
ning  down. 
Order at once 
the remarkable 
OVE RN I GHT 
which is guaran-
teed to charge 
both your L.T. 
and H. T.  ac-
cumulators. 
The  OVER-
NIGHT is silent, 
clean, odourless, foolproof, and 
in action.  Stocked for all A.C. 
Mains.  Price complete with 
valves as illustrated •  • •  • 

Constructors  OVEJ<N Hill 
Transformer • • II  • • •  • • • 

automatic 

50 
22/6 

Write to-day for free list with diagrams of the 
OVERNIGHT, together with list of Supre-
cision Eliminator components, and Measuring 
Instruments of every description. 

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO. 
& 9, Talbot Court, Eastcheap, E.C.3. 
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FURTHER 
IMPROVEMENTS. 

We are cowinuing 
our policy of improv-
ing in every possible 
way every Bretwood 
product. 

We now otter to the 
public two  of the 
finest  and  most 
essential 
required  for  every 
valve receiver. 

OUR NEW VALVE 
HOLDER 

Anti- Phonic,  Anti-
Capacity,  Baseboard 
Type. 
The main feature embodied is the specially sprung anti-phonic valve 
holder which is attached to our well-known and efficient base-
board tnowit.  This is now fitted with terminals as well as tags 
for connecting up. 
Easy yet perfect valve contact as sured  when plugging in. 

PRICE  2 4 EACH 
OUR NEW FILAMENT RESISTANCE. 

This new Model uccupies only one half the back of panel space of 
our original type; it is fitted with the famous and reliable spring 
ball contact which ensures smooth operation.  The method of 
ontrol gives both rough and micro-vernier adjustment.  Another 
unprovement is the inclusion of Terminals as well as tags for 
connec t ions. 

10 or 30 ohms. PRICE  3/6 EACH 
Illustratud Leaflets of all Bretwood Comptinctits sent Free on 
request.  Write for details of our GRID LEAK DE LUXE — 
S.L.F.  CONDENSER --- AUTO  AUDIO  FREQUENCY 
A M PL I FIE R OIL  HOLDER —ANTI-CAPACITY  SWITCH. 

components 

BRET WO OD  LI MITED, 
London  M e w ,  Maple Street  London  W.1. 

l'arrs Ad, 

FRO M  ADVERTISERS  YOL  WILL  GET  THE  BEST  SERVICE. 
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THE T. & R. SECTION, 

Inc. Radio Society of Great Britain. 

THIS SECTION of the Radio Society of Great Britain is a virile and 
progressive body of amateur radio experimenters bonded together 
for promotion of knowledge and brotherhood of those interested in the 

Radio Art.  It exists also with the object of the advancement of the Art, 
the representation of the amateur in legislative matters, and for the 
disciplined use of the ether in so far as amateur experimenters are con-
cerned. 

The: Section is governed by a Committee which is electedlannually 
in accordance with rules approved by a Convention held at thejnstitute 
of Electrical Engineers, London, in:September, 1926, and the Constitution 
is democratic in character. 

The policy of the Section is to accept to its Membership any person 
or persons who are able to satisfy the Committee that they are interested 
in Radio Art, or who in their opinion are persons whose Membership is 
desirable in the interests of the Amateur Experimenter. 

The" Bulletin " is published by amateurs for amateurs.  The Section 
is the body recognised by the British Postmaster-General as being repre-
sentative of the aims and objects of the experimenter.  Through its agency 
great concessions have been obtained in the matter ol licences in the past. 
We have members in every corner of the earth, and we welcome inquiries 
from prospective Members at all times.  A bona fide interest in experi-
mental Radio work is the only essential qualification. 

LIST OF BRITISH AREAS AND AREA OFFICERS. 
SCOTTISH AREA. 

Area Manager: J. WYLLIE, Esq. (5YG), 31, Lubnaig Road, Newlands, Glasgow. 
Consisting of the whole of Scotland, including the Hebrides, Orkney Islands, Skye, and the other 
smaller islands on the coast of Scotland, the boundary on the South being formed by the River 
Tweed and the Cheviots. The town of Berwick is included in the Scottish Area. 

NORTH BRITAIN AREA. 
Area Manager: S. R. WRIGHT, Esq., A.M.I.R.E. (2DR), 14, Bankfield Drive, Nab Wood, Shipley, 

Yorks. 
Consisting of the Counties of Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmorland, Durham, Yorkshire, 
Lancashire, Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, Cheshire, and the Isle of Man. 

MID-BRITAIN AREA. 
Area Manager: CAPTAIN H. J. B. HAMPSON (6j\/), 477, Earlham Rise, Norwich. 

Consisting of the Counties of Shropshire, Leicester, Rutland, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Northamp-
ton, Warwick, Worcester, Hereford, Stafford. 

SOUTH-EAST BRITAIN. 
Area Manager: F. A. MAYER, Esq. (2LZ), " Stilemans," Wickford, Essex. 

Consisting of the Counties of Essex, Suffolk, Bedford, Oxford, Hants, Sussex, Hertford, 
Buckingham, Berkshire, Hampshire, Surrey, Kent, Middlesex, and the Isle of Wight. 

SOUTH-WEST BRITAIN. 
Area Manager: Captain G. Courtinay Price, " R" Signals (20P), 2, St. Armes Villas. Hewlett 

Road, Cheltenham. 
Consisting of the Counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Wilts, Gloucester, and the 
Scilly Isles. 

LONDON AREA. 
Area Manger: G. A. EXETER (6YK), 142, Campden Hill Road, W.8. 

Area : 25 miles of Charing Cross. 
NORTHERN IRELAND. 

Area Manager: F. R. NEILL, Esq. (5NJ), " Chesterfield," Whitehead, near Belfast. Co. Antrim. 
SOUTHERN IRELAND. 

Area Manager: COLONEL M. J. C. DENNIS, C.B., Fortgranite, Baltinglass, Co. Wicklow. 
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A I n and Free Gift 
"HEAR  EASY"  RUBBER 
HEADPHONE PADS. Light, soft 
and comfy. Shut out noises; are 
a boon to Crystal and DX Listen-
ers. List 2:-.  SALE 6d. per pair. 
All New. One pair FREE to any 
BLIND B.C.L. HOSPITALS. One 
pair Free for each pair ordered. 

10,000 in stock, 

" VI OLINA 9  The Perfect Loud  INA ''Speaker  at Last.  VIOL   
We have acquired the stock of a Won-
derful New Hornless Loud Speaker. 

This instrument coniprises a handsome cabinet on violin lines, the top 
of which can be incorporated into any cabinet wireless set, the lid of 
the cAbinet forming the loud speaker.  It can also be used as a separate 
instrument as illustrated, 
The  "VIOLINA"  Loud  OUR  175  With Reed Reproducer 
Speaker de Luxe in beauti-  PRICE 4111.  and Cord. 
tul polished mahogany or  List Price  Packing and Carriage 

walnut.  £5  5 0  IN U.K. 5,- Extra. 

MICRO-AMPS-ro 
20 AMPS 

The DIX-ONEMETER 

" VIOLINA " only 
1016 

New DE LUXE 
M ODEL 

IS NO W THE RECOGNISED RADIO STANDARD. 
MILLIVOLTS to  HIGHEST GRADE  —  LO WEST PRICE. 
2.000 vol TS The ingenious system of Multiplien at 66 enables full calt readings of any value to be made 

over an enormous range.  Icgr instance the D1X-ONEMETER u ill measure signals on a 
50 OHMS To Crystal Set, Grid Valve Current or a large Battery Current midi equal ease and accuracy. 
50 MEGOHMS E.M.F. from a millivolt to 2,000 volts or the tulip's of Resistances 1,etween 50 otint  and 
WITH  50 m egohms can easily be read on the clear scale with fine knife-edge pointer and reflecting 

mirror.  The resistance of the 100 volt range k 50,000 ohms, as nearly electrostatic as it 
ONE  moving coil instniment can be. 
METER  THE DIX—ONEMETER is The Rolls Royce of Radio! 

1)0 NOT TAKE A FORD arrangement of a meter on a board, a clock hand pointer and a 
fuzzy scale for your important readings. 

THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE DIX—ONENIETER ARE :— 
(I) Is absolutely Dead Beat.  (7) Internal Resistance, 500  (10) Accuracy  to British 
(2) Has Safety Contact Key.  ohms per volt,  Engineering Standards 

- (3) Anti-Parallax Dial Mirror.  (8) Sensitivity, 100 Milli  for first-grade instru 
(4) High Grade Sapphire Bearings  volts.  ments. 
(5) Front Zero Adjuster.  (0) Knife-edge Needle and  (11) Polished  Bakelite 
(A) Full Scale Current only 2 ma.  Double Scale.  Base. 
PRICES:  " DIX-ONEMETER," in case, reading 0-2 milliamps, 40 microarnps. per div., 0-100 

millivolts, 55 - 
PRICES FOR MULTIPLIERS:  Current, all ranges, Milliamperes to 20 amps.,  each 6/6 
Voltage, all ranges To 100 61  To 150 71  To 200 9/-  To 250 10/6 To 300 11/-

To 500 16,(6  To 750 27,'-  To 1,000 36/a•  To 1,500 57/- To 2,000 74/-
Cases, with base, for 4 multipliers, 4/. 

DIXON & Co., 2189 Upper Thames Street  London E C 4 , • • • 
Parrs Ad. 

The apparent high price of crystals is 
causing some comment. 

How's this for a change?  A crystal, between 2 and 
3 mm. thick and  across, guaranteed to oscillate 
without reaction when used as suggested in " Experi-

mental Wireless" for January, 1927. 

Nett price 10/- each, cash with order. 

Of course, there's a catch somewhere .1 That specification is almost worthlets. 
you Irani yours for crystal control of your station.  If you want to try 
crystals, have a cheap one—if you want to control your station have one of 

my regular lines as advertised last month. 

A. HINDERLI CH, _1, Lechmere Road, London, N. W.2. 
  England —   

• ie .-  -  
••• 

U IV  ONLY  FR O M  BULLETI N  ADVE RTISERS. 
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Thank You ! W r. have had many letters in response to our 
grumble last month regarding the lack of 
ideas from members concerning the ('on-

vention, and these we are bearing in mind in our 
future discussions.  We hope shortly to present to 
members the results of these discussions, and to 
let you know full details as to dates, etc.  We 
thank you ! 

The Amateur Movement and What It Means. 
1 )nring the past few months we have added many 

new •  to our numbers, and it seems not out members 
of place to say a few words to these and to all 
members as to the meaning of our movemt•nt. 
T here seems to be an idea in some quarters that the 
aims of our movement cease at the radio experi-
menter stage, and that there is nothing else in it. 
This idea we are out to kill at the earliest possible 
moment.  The movement means far more than 
merely brother experimenters banded together in 
the pursuit of one common end in the world of radio 
science.  it means a movement which is filled with 
a spirit of esprit-de-corps and good fellowship. 
and one which has for an aim the benefit of the 
British Empire.  Whatever our shade of political 
opinion, we cannot, so long as we are Britbliers, 
get away from the fact that our Fmpire is our first 
consideration, and that whatever good work we 
are able to do either individually or collectively, is 
a step forward to a better understanding of the 
world and its people.  Such an ideal can only 
have one end  the prospects of a period of universal 
peace and good fellowship.  The manner in which 
this is going to benefit the Empire and, incidentally, 
the whole world, is not difficult of understanding. 
Great Britain has long been known as a just and 
honest country in all its dealings, and if the British 
amateur or the members of our movement are 
able to do anything in the matter of putting the 
seal to this knowledge, then we shall have accom-
plished much. 
In knowledge comes understanding, and the radio 

amateur has an opportunity of knowing his neigh-

Vol._ 2. No. 10. 

hours which was never available to his 
We must see to it that every member proves that 
he acknowledges the first principle of the radio 
amateur, and is a gentleman in all his dealings, 
especially on the ether.  He should always be ready 
to obey the unwritten code of the  - when 
on the ether, i.e., never do anything which is likely 
to spoil the amusement of broadcast listeners or 
interfere with any other tests which might be in 
progress. 
This is but a smtll portion of the obligations of 

the amateur.  He has in his keeping the ability of 
making him-zelf such an authority on radio  • 
and such opportunities to become a useful and 
learned member of the community in all electrical 
and radio matters that he should not lightly under-
take the assuming of the honoured name of 

ancestors 

amateur 

mat teTS 

amateur " unleAs he i fully prepared to devote 
himself whole-heartedly to the cause which we all 
have at heart -better and better radio. 
The recompense which \ill be reaped by the true 

amateur is enormous.  In every corner of the earth 
to which he may happen to travel he will receive 
a hearty welcome from others of his fraternity. 
He has but to diTlay that little diamond-shaped 
emblem to secure entry to the hearts and doings oi 
brother amateurs of every nationality—truly a 
remarkable state of affairs, and one  vell  worth 
working for.  The spirit of freemasonry which 
exists amongst radio amateurs is unlike anything 
that has ever been known in any other scientific 
body.  See to it that this never changes, and that 
wherever possible  these bonds are strengthened, 
rather than weakdhed.  This should not be difficult, 
for radio knows no nationalities or class or creed, 
but what it is equally at home with it.  The ether 
and our spirit of good comradeship is the bond which 
ties us all together.  So here's to it everyone, let 
us all do our bit for the good of the cause ! Before 
all things, remember that the amateur is an experi-
menter and not an ether hog, and, being an amateur, 
he is also a gentleman, of the ether.  _Remember, 
also, that radio is the maker of friendships —and 
let others know about it.  All those who term 
themselves amateur radio experimenters are wel-
come to our Society —we have room for many 
hundreds yet.  It is up to you to 1111 these vacancies 
as early as possible. 
it is hardly necessary to say that above all the 

amateur observes the terms of his licence at all 
times. 
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Notices Concerning Post 
Office Licences. 

Many transmitting' licences are now due •for 
renewal, and the following notices an  published 
for the guidance of all members.  The  Iccisions 
contained therein were discussed at a meeting of 
the T. & IZ. Committee held on Friday. January 25, 
1927. after which it was agreed that they should be 
put into force at once. 
1. TRANS-OCEANIC LICEN:ES, 44-46 METRES AND 

23 METRES. 
In  lily of certain representations made by 

the Post (Mice, it has been decided that no nett. 
trans-oceanic licences or other special facilities vill 
be recommended by the Society for the time being. 
but that all applicants for extended facilities should 
confine their attentions to the waveband 90-100 
metres for contemplated trans-oceanic work. 
(n) All existing 44-46 metre and 23 metre trans-

oceanic licences will be renewed for one year upon 
application being ma & to the Hon. Secretary, 
T. lit  Section Radio Society of Great Britain, 
53, Victoria Street, S.\\. I, who will cause suitable 
representations to be ma & to the General Post 
Office in respect of member applicants. 
(C) In the event of any holders of existing licences 

of the description signifying that they do not wish 
for a renewal of their facilities for trans-oceanic 
work, consideration will be given to the applications 
of members which are at present loclged with the 
Society as to whether they are suitable cases to 
fill the vacancies thus caused.  Each individual 
case will be dealt with entirely on its merits, and 
priority of application does not necessarily mean 
that the applicant's submissions will be recom-
mended. 
2. TRANS-OCEANIC LICENCES 90-100 METRES. 
Applications tor extended facilities on this wave-

band will receive consideration (see (B) above). 
3. 32 TO 34 METRES. 
It has been decided that this wave-band will be 

retained by the Society for the very special research 
work, and no individual applications for licence 
facilities on the wave-band u ill be recommended 
to the Post Uttic.:e unless they come under the head-
ing. • The applicant must also satisfy the Com-
mittee that h e  is well equipped both in training 
and apparatus and k able to carry out research 
work of a very special nature, and that the know-
ledge of his subject is above the average. 

Research Section. 
Fading on Short Waves. 

The attention of all members of the Research 
Section and all those interested in the Fading 
Effects of Short Waves, is asked in connection 
ith work at present being done on the subject of 

Sunset Fading. by BRS3-I, taking observations on 
5\71., SAD, and 5K1'.  Several progressive tests 
have been carried Out between SKI: and liRS3-1 
and the curves of signal strength reveal many inter-
esting details. 
As the number of stations working in these tests 

is very small the results max' not be of much general 
interest until other stations participate. 
This work needs a system of receiving and 

transmitting stations on which the period between 
late afternoon and night can be spent on periodic 

transmissions at intervals of 15 or 20 minutes or so. 
As soon as a few more members signify that they 
wish to carry out these tests, week-end schedules 
can be arranged anti a chain of stations be set 
working so that the fading effects at all distances 
can be investigated. 
The whole thing will not take up a great deal of 

each operator's time, as all that is required is the 
assurance that a signal will be transmitted at a 
series of scheduled times and that the same adjust-
ment of apparatus will he adhered to throughout 
the evening's test. 
Will anyone who is able to be on the air (luring 

the evening each week-end please write to BRS34 
A. Hine, 81, Chaworth Road, West Bridgford. 
Notts.. or to 5  : R. Pollock, 4, Glenhurst Avenue, 
London, N. W.5, and state the wavelengths and 
power thav can use on the Sunset Tests ? As the 
reception work k centred on Nottingham, we should 
like to hear from receivers as well as transmitters 
for this work.  Q M' stations are as welcome as 
(2110 stations, as we are not so much concerned 
with signal strength as we are with variations in 
signal strength. 
Thanking all those who have helped in our recent 

tests.  HRS34, G5K 

fti'orthcol til il  oeriments. 
A programme of intercsung experiments is in 

course of preparation at Headquarters, and these 
comprise the following :— 
May.  1927.---International  Relay  Party  (see 

page 8). 
J une-J ulv,  1927.— Tests  and  experiments  in 

connection with solar eclipse extending from and 
including June 27 until and including July 1. 
Mid- July, 1927.--A series of short-wave reception 

experiments on certain selected amateur stations 
transmitting in various foreign countries. 
F.arly  Autumn,  1927.  -c1RP telephony tests 

on various wave-lengths.  It is hoped to make these 
experiments as profitable and interesting as it is 
possible to make them. and the organisation of the 
first on the list is already receiving careful attention. 
These will be conducted in conjunction with certain 
other work of the Radio Research Board (Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research). 

Another Method of 
Keying 3 

By  G2B1. 
For the past three months the method of keying 

by total absorption of the emitted radiation has 
been used at this station. 
It was adopted owing to the fact that only a very 

small series-wound motor was, at the time, available 
for driving an Evershed D.C. generator, and the 
method of keying ordinarily used (i.e., key in grid 
circuit) was impossible owing to the variable load, 
and, therefore, speed of the motor when keying. 
The diagram shows the method applied to a 

loose-coupled Hartley circuit, but it is equally 
applicable to any other circuit. 
The absorption coil should be of the same diameter 

as the oscillator coil. 
Total absorption is obtained by tuning the 

circuit to the wavelength in use.  On 45 metres 4i 
turns, Gin. diameter, and a .0002 variable receiving 
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condenser are used.  The tuning is critical and 
should be adjusted until very slight or no alteration 
of the plate current takes place when keying.  A 
Neon tube may be shunted across the variable 
condenser, which will assist in tuning, and give 
visible indication of absorption. 
When the key i down, no loss of radiation due 

to the proximity of the absorption coil to the 
oscillator coil can be traced. 
The method has the following advantages :— 
(1) No spacing wave. 
(ii) Note absolutely steady, and steady load on 

generator. 
May be used for reasonably remote control 

without relay) without alteration of circuit con-
stants. 
(iv) No sparking at key contacts. 

Hertz Antennas. 
By A. G. WooD (511 4 

T
LIE purpose of this short article on Hertzian 
Antonnas is in the first instance to set on 
record one or two interesting results which 

have come to light : and, secondly, in the hope that 
some authorities on this subject will be good 
enough to clear up a number of points which are 
raised. 
The writer has been working on the 45-metre 

band with considerable success, using the usual 
form of Hertz as shown in Fig. 1. The resonance 
point on this system was 44.5 metres,  Now it was 
found, as expected, that the loudest signals were 
reported when the transmitter was tuned to this 
wavelength and that the strength dropped off on 
either side.  It was found, however, when working 
to schedule with an American station in New 
Jersey  that the best resul  were consistently 
given when the transmitter was tuned to 47 metres 
and that at the other end of the scale. i.e., 43 metres, 
the strength had dropped to practically nothing. 
Thii result was checked on a number of nights, 
always with the same result.  Yet by experiment 
with a station situated at Sheffield both during the 
daytime and at night the first result held  maximum 
strength when tuned to resonance. 
From these results it would appear that de-

tuning this particular Hertz resulted in shifting the 
angle of radiation, thus giving better reflection at 
a distance.  It would be extremely interesting to 
hear anyone else's experiences in this connection. 
I have just installed a new Hertz with a theoretical 

lay-out as in Fig. 2.  Now, according to text-books, 

the current voltage curves of-the half-wave antenna 
as in Fig. 1 are as Fig. 1A, and presumably, there-
fore, the current-voltage curves of Fig. 2 will be as 
Fig. 2A.  If this is the case, how is it that an ammeter 
connected across the point A in Fig. 2 will give a 
reading  Again, is the circuit LC tuned to the 
operating wave, which should also be the fundamen-
tal wave of the aerial ? Does not the ammeter A 
simply measure the current in the feeder circuit ? 
During the short tinu I. have spent on this system 
I have not been able to obtain satisfactory results 
from it, but by joining the two feeders as in Fig. 3 
and tapping the joined feeders on to the plate coil of 
the transmitter, a very fine current is induced in my 
receiving aerial, which is shown by connecting a 
tuned lamp circuit to it lead-in.  Vet even with 
this system it has not been possible to raise a single 
American station on one of the best nights I have 
ever heard.  The old system in Fig. 1 would raise 
any station in the first four U.S. districts without 
effort and with an apparent radiation measured 
in the same way of less than half that of Fig. 3. 
Just one other point.  It was not possible to 

get the necessary length in Fig. 2. so small loading 
coils were inserted at the points X. or as shown in 
Fig. 4.  Is this likely to have a detrimental effect 
on the radiating properties of the system ? 
I feel certain that there are a number of experi-

menters like myself who are working in the dark 
on this subject and would welcome very much any 
light that could be thrown on it.  In the meantime 
I. think my old half-wave Hertz is going back once 
more! 
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C. W. Transmsssi on. 
By L. F. IluNTER (51(1:). 

W HEN installing an amateur C. W. transmitter 
one is faced with the problem of deciding 
upon the best circuit to employ.  The writer 

when in this position pondered over various circuits 
and came to the conclusion that the " Colpitts " 
was likely to prove most efficient. 
It was built up and gave good results (not, 

however, until a soldered water-pipe earth had 
been replaced by a one or two-wire counterpoise). 
The circuit first used w as ELS shown in Fig. 1, but 
it occurred to the writer that there must be a node 
of potential at sonic point along the aerial induc-
tance coil.  This became obvious when the circuit 
was re-drawn as in Fig. 2, from which it will be 
clear that the capacity formed by the aerial and 
counterpoise is in series with the variable capacity, 
C. 
The counterpoise terminal and one side of C is 

connected to filament and forms a node of potential. 
Corresponding to this node of potential in the 
capacity of the oscillators- circuit another exists 
at some point on the inductance, and this was 
found and utilised for the purpose of feeding power 
to the anode of the triode.  BV removing the anode. 
blocking condenser C. and radio frequency choke 
and connecting the positive H.T. terminal to a clip 
which is placed at the voltage node on L the 
circuit  became  a series  fed  " Colpitts."  (See 
Fig. 3). 
The writer found, as he anticipated. a slight 

increase in aerial current for the same power input 
to the valve when this change was made, this being 
put down to the elimination of the R. E. choke and 
its attendant losses. 

Cs 

  PVT • 

4.0 UT. 

OWT4, 

Fig 4 

FiQ 3 Fig 6 

So far the circuit had been somewhat simplified, 
resulting in increased efficiency, but it now became 
apparent that the nodal point on L was, in effect, 
connected to filament, and that the aerial con-
denser, C, was also behaving as the capacity in a 
tuned grid circuit. 
Also, the counterpoise was connected (through 

the source of H.T.) to the node on L, and it appeared 
that the aerial series condenser C was no longer 
required to perform as such.  To test this the 
counterpoise was disconnected from the filament 
and connected directly to the nodal point on L. 
but the set did not oscillate until the high-tension 
supply (battery) was shunted by a lçi. F condenser 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
Now, from Fig. 4 it is obvious that these simple 

changes had resulted in a transition from " Col-
pitts " to a form of tuned-grid " Hartley " circuit, 
and no noticeable change had occurred in the 
functioning of the set.  The 41. F condenser was 
only necessary to bi-pass H.F. current across the 
H.T. battery.  (Both grid and anode H.F. com-
ponents.)  To arrive at the well-known " Hartley" 
it was only necessary to change back to the shunt-
feed system as shown in Fig. 5, where the grid 
circuit is changed to a series arrangement, thus 
eliminating the R.F. choke in the grid circuit. 
Next, the circuit was changed to the well-known 
" reversed feed-back " (see Fig. (4). no attempt 
being made to tune the grid circuit, and still the 
efficiency appeared to be the same, ignoring the 
variation (Inc to shunt or series feed. 
The above experiments were carried out using a 

constant wavelength of about 150 metres, and have 
served to convince the writer that, so long as due 
attention is paid to the elimination of losses where-
ever possible, there is not much to choose between 
any of the well-known circuits. 

Short;VVave Work 
Under Difficulties. 

By G211.1. 

IT may happen that there are worthy members of our section, and also of that increasing 
body. the 1;.R.S., who cannot rig up any kind 

of transmitter owing purely to the physical im-
possibility of erecting any kind of decent aerial. 
Such was the fate of the writer a few months ago 
on removing to new premises, when a letter was 
published from him in tiva BULLETIN asking for 
advice on inside aerial transmission.  No reply 
was received on the matter, and, in the hope th"at 
this small contribution might be of help to someone 
else in similar circumstances  well, here it is. 
The premises on which the experiments \Imre 

carried out are on a main thoroughfare. with the 
most noisy tramway system running past the door, 
the wires being only 18 feet from the front of the 
building : at the back is a goods yard, with no 
place to hang a wire on to. 
To crown matters, the landlord of the property 

will not sanction the erection of any kind of mast, 
and so we were cut down to a small aerial in an attic 
under the roof.  The total length available was 
40 feet ; accordingly the Hertz system was decided 
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upon, and a length of wire 36 feet long was run 
from one end of the room, being bent sharply at 
right angles at 28 feet so as to reach down to the 
coupling coil which consisted of 5 turns 3 in. 
diameter; so far so good, the total length available 
had been used, so we did the Columbus trick and 
cut off a 36 ft. length of rubber-covered flex, and 
coupled one end to the above coupling coil through 

ammeter, and threw the other end out of 
the dormer window so as to hang down the side 
of the wall.  About 15 feet from the coupling coil 
it rested on a strong iron snowguard, and where 
it was trapped through the window it was in close 
proximity with the huge sheet of lead which 
surrounds the whole of the dormer window and 
canopy over it. 

The transmitter was a hastily constructed affair 
and used a Mullard 256 power valve (note : this 
valve has been in use over a fortnight up to the 
time of writing and handles 20 watts without 
heating, with 100,000 ohms grid leak), the input 
at the start being about 15 watts.  The circuit is 
the old Hartley in its plainest form.  Everything 
being in order, the key was depressed with a thump-
ing heart behind it, and, presto, the ammeter 
slowed up to 0.47 amp.  Good ; now for some 
tests.  A few test calls were sent out, and just 
as dark was falling a reply was obtained from 
s.NI.V.R. at Malmo, who reported " Sigs dead 
steady. 10i." 

Since then, during the last fourteen days about 
20 stations have been worked, including .Nijni-
Novgorod (R6 on two valves), the countries being 
Sweden, Russia, Germany, France, Italy, and, of 
course, Great Britain, although operating hours 
are curtailed owing to the fact that the tramway 
service is not cut off until 11.30 p.m. each night. 
it is dead easy to tune such an aerial ; all one 

does is to adjust the oscillator until the maximum 
current is showing in the aerial, then apply the 
wavemeter ; if the wavelength is one meter to() 
high, then cut 9 inst off each end and again adjust 
until the maximum current is obtained.  In order 
to steady things up the Ioose end of wire was taken 
into a bedroom windf)w, pulled tight, and the 
window shut on the wire ; the result is that the 
wave is dead steady, so much, in fact, that several 
QSI. cards have been received stating " Your 
crystal control F.B." and certainly a wonderful 
degree of steadiness can be obtained by keeping 
the coupling coil loosely coupled. 
One half of the above aerial is used for reception, 

and in this connection it may interest others to 
know that 2X.‘F operaates a loud speaker (under 
favourable conditions) on the ordinary two-valve 
receiver ; please note that the aerial is horizontal 
and on the same level as the receiver.  In the 
absence of a vertical aerial the writer cannot draw 
any conclusions, but at times is struck by the great 
signal strength and also the absence of static 
at times when other stations only a short distance 
away are complaining badly of heavy static. 
During the first tests, G5KZ, who was present, 

was so struck with the results obtained that he has 
tested out a similar aerial at his station with sur-
prising results. 
He has previously tried a large aerial 40 feet high 

and SO feet in length, with the usual cpse, in an 
untuned state, tuned to 3rd harmonic, and with 
top span arranged as a Hertz aerial with the usual 

feed wire, but now is using a short length of wire 
under the roof along with a zig-zag of wire arranged 
in the small operating room, the whole arranged to 
resonate at 45 metres in the manner of a Hertz 
oscillator with better results than any of the 
previous aerials, which leads one to think that 
only very few of the so-called  l fertz aerials are 
functioning correctly. and the writer is of the 
strong opinion that in the absence of opportunity 
to try the feed wire at all points from the centre of 
the aerial to the very end (viz.. 2X.-117, KDKA) the 
use of the feed wire method is to be condemned 
owing to the large number of other waves sent out 
(listen on a B.C.L. aerial near by) and interference 
created thereby; against all this the aerial can be 
current fed at the centre (approx.) with better all-
round results and with the confidence gained from 
the knowledge that the energy is on the right wave, 
and that he has directly on the table in front of 
him his H. W. ammeter to indicate the exact point 
of resonance, which is surprisingly sharply indicated. 
These remarks are intended to apply to either 
the direct coupling as used by the writer or the usual 
twin feed wires applied at the centre of the system; 
and, in conclusion, the writer would state that he is 
open to correction in the matter and would welcome 
other views. 

li're vency " Pulling." 
It is noted in the correspondence column of 

your January issue that Mr. G. L. Morrow (6UV) 
expresses slight misgivings as to the accuracy of 
the method of frequency measurement which I 
described in my article published in your November 
issue.  I propose to give a slightly more detailed 
explanation of the effects questioned, with especial 
reference to " frequency pulling." 
Suppose one has two circuits coupled together, 

as shown in the accompanying figure, the source 
of oscillation (1) being directly maintained by a 
valve, and the circuit (2) being variable through 
resonance with (1), by means of a variable capacity 
C2.  The current induced in (2) will not be in 
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have you  introduced your new 

member ? Thank you 

Stray. 
The Stretford Radio Society, with headquarters 

near Manchester, is anxious to co-operate with any 
members of the T. & R. Section who are working 
on 8 metres. 
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phase with that in (1), but may be considered as 
being compounded of two currents, one which is 
in quadrature with that in (1), and another part 
which will be in phase or opposition with that in 
(1), according as C2 is less or greater than the value 
required for resonance.  It can be shown mathe-
matically that the current in quadrature with that 
in the supply will be a maximum when X2, the 
reactance of circuit (2), is zero, i.e,, when (2) is in 
resonance with (1).  The current in phase or 
opposition with that of the supply will be zi maxi-
mum when X2 equals 4- R2, the plus or minus 
indicating the phase or opposition, and will be 
zero when X2 equals 0.  Now the effect of the 
former part of the current in (2) will be an apparent 
change in the resistance of (1), whilst the effect 
of the latter p m will be an apprent change in the 
reactance of (1) equivalent to a certain amount of 
reactance transferred back, negative when C2 is 
smaller than and positive when C2 is greater than 
the resonance value.  Now, since the effective 
reactance of (I) changes with C2, and also since it 
plays an important part in the determination of 
the frequency of the supply (assuming that the 
supply is not crystal controlled  or otherwise 
stabilised) that variation of C2 will introduce a (le 
tuning effect into the supply.  Thy, vill take the 
form of an increase in frequency when C2 is small, 
and a decrease when C2 is great.  This is the 
'4 frequency pulling " referred to, and it will be a 
maximum increase or decrease when the transferred 
reactance is a maximum negative or positive, i.e., 
when X2 equals  R2.  The frequency change will 
be zero when the coupling is small, and (2) is in 
•. esonance Wit h ( . 

If one has an oscillating receiver in the neigh-
bourhood of the coupled circuits, and beating with 
same, then the change in frequency can be heard 
as C2 is varied, and if the frequency is something 
like, say 107 cycles (at 30 metres) then a change 
can be detected when circuit (2) is literally yards 
away from circuit (1), although the change will 
only be a matter of about a hundred cycles. Perhaps 
it were as well to point out that if the figure given 
with my article were drawn to scale, then the 
" wonk" in the curve would be so small as to he 
almost invisible, and I am of the opinion that it is 
through this that Mr. Morrow Iris been led to 
doubt my statements. 
In conclusion, I should like to point out that the 

article in question was written for the benefit of 
people who cannot afford to incorporate thermo-
galvo's, hot wire ammeters or thermionic volt-
meters in their knockabout wavemeters, or whose 
transmitters are not powerful eniough to light pea 
lamps or give direct reading on hot wire ammeters 
without coupling t he meter so tightly as to introduce 
serious error.  As regards the accuracy of tii6 
method of indicating resonance, let me state that 
if one places a make and break key in the absorp-
tion circuit, and determines resonance as indi-
cated, by finding where no frequency change is 
occasioned by opening or closing the key, then 
one has entered new realms of precision, of the 
order of 1 in 106, far far beyond the accuracy of 
most modern instruments, as against 1 in 103 
accuracy when using the best thermo-galvo or 
similar device. 
The mathematics of the subject may be found 

in (a) " Experimental Wireless," 1925, 18,348, and 
(14 " Journal I.E.E.," 1925, 397. 

By J. W YLLIE (GC5YG). 

The following short article is inspired by Mr. 
Frank Neill's letter in the March issue of the 
BULLETIN,  and is an attempt to explain away 
certain puzzling elements therein. 
As the explanations are based largely on anatomy 

as related to the human organs concerned, and as 
I do not profess to serious knowledge of medical 
science, it is trusied that, if there are any slight 
technical inaccuracies in the article, our medical 
friends will deal tolerantly with tue. 
It 'will be remembered that 'NIT.. Neill expressed 

hi mself puzzled by the fact that his signals are 
always reported stronger when a slight ripp!e is 
introduced in the note, as opposed to pure DC. 
This same incontrovertible fact has been observed 

by others, and I believe the following to be the 
explanation.  The human ear conveys to the brain 
the vibrations xviiich we term sound.  Now, of 
what does the mechanism of the ear consist ? 
Roughly this  in the middle ear there exist several 
small brmes which are attached to and vibrate in 
sympathy with the membranes known as drums. 
The incoming sound  vibrations,  there-fore,  by 
impinging on the drums, produce sympathetic 
vibrations in the middle ear mechanism, more or 
less, according to the amplitude of the sound 
vibrations received. 
Now, any authority on acoustics will tell you that 

the vibrations prod-uced by a policeman's whistle, 
or any other similar instrument  in which a 
mechanical ripple is produced, are much more pro-
nounced in character than those of a smooth-toned 
instrument, such as a flute. 
This, then, is the explanation I submit.  An 

R.A.C. signal (or DC with ripple) produces greater 
vibration of the ear mechanism than a pure 1).C. 
note of similar strength at the point of origin, 
and hence, not only appears, but actually is much 
more loud to the hum in ear. 

Corning -An Intern, 
national Reiay Party. 

A \\*4 -M1.1)-WIDE COSTACT CONTEST TO BE HELD IN ‘I. W 

Arranged by F. E. HA NI)V t R.R. I,. Communications Manager. 

SELDOM a week goes by but that Warner or Kruse drup 
into the C.D. to ask for the West dope on foreign k.4.•ritact. 
'6 I-low shall I send my N-Section test notici.  for  amii tt,uri . 

in Ecuador. Austria, etc. ? Who is most &Tradable and who can 
QSR promi tly ? " 
F.Isewherr in this issug are listed the stations kuown to be thy 

6 best bets 6' for gocKI foreign_ contact as we go to press.  While 
the larger countries can always be reached easily, not every foreign 
QS0 is reported to the C.D., and this makes it difficult to get 
conti lete information on foreign contact points. 
So why not au i international party with scum, i:xrrimeutal 

test messages to see what we can do ? This will give. us all a chance 
to have some good fun, including both relaying and international 
Dx  it will serve ai a starting point for the lining up of more 
definite contact for all forvign points : Lim contacti and friend-
ships will be made.  Among other things th& contest will help 
the C.M.  answer some of the questions so frequently fired at him. 
Her' • you are, OM ! Here's a contest in which every amateur 

in the whole world can have e cart —the only requirement. an 
amateur radio station..  The contest will show which stations 
in each country are the star stations for two-way international 
work.  Thvre aro test messages to relay which will insurt., that 
actual holid iwo-way QS0's are made.  these incisages are going 
to be entirely of an experimental nature so that all countrivit can 
take vart whatevrr their regulationf, regarding the handling of 
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radiograms.  Both operating and station performance will play a 
part and a iireat deal depends on the judgment of the individual 
operators.  Me tests will show which stations can do the best 
work in each part of the world.  They will show whit-h countries 
make the best record.  Thr trAs will show which stations in the 
United States can work most countries in the two weeks ot the 
tests—also what stations can do the BEST work with any partic dar 
country. 
Certificates will be awarded to the stations making the best 

score in each territory, country or locality outside the MAIN LAND 
of United States and Canada. Certificates will also be awarded to 
stations in the United States and Canada. These certificates 
will appoint the stations that prove themselves best fitted for the 
post to be known as OFFICIAL FOREIGN CONTACT STATION — 
and there will be one such station appointed for every participating 
locality (see a list of international intermediates).  It is possible 
for a U.S. or Canadian amateur to hold a certificate for more than 
one country, but every station has equal opportunity in thr two 
weeks of the contest.  A full report of the results and the scort 
of the highest stations in each country will be given in QS /and the 
Buts_rris as s-.)on as the results of the contest are in. 
Participating stations in the United States and Csnatla will each 

be provided with suitable test messages just in advance of the 
contact contest —one message to be given an amateur in each of the 
foreign localities wurlig.d.  The messages will each require an 
ausv•ver. As soon as received, the foreign amateur writes a reply, 
the text of which must be of eight or more words (five figures or 
fraction thereof count as one word).  This return mftsage can be 
given on/y to some other  or Canadian amateur and will not 
wunt for anything in the score if returned through the same 
station.  Doling the tests each U.S. or Canadian amateur vilL try 
to give as many countries a message as possible.  Each U.S. or 
Canadian atnateur can give but one message to each foreign country. 
Thrre are going to be plenty of stations on the job, however, and 
therefore plenty of messages to go around. Just as soon as a few 
of the messages are off the hook. the North American gang will 
begin to look for replies because received messages count for more 
in their score. 
Any wavelengths at all that are used by amateurs may be use4 

in the contest.  It may be helpful if the participants spend some 
time in advance of the tests in listening-in to note where everyone 
is located on the dial or even in digging some information out 
of the tables in the 1.A.R.U. Department of back QST's to learn 
what wavelengths are used most by each foreign locality.  20-
metres will undoubtedly play an interesting part in this contest 
as many countries are working on that wave already and find 
solid contact possible with very low power. The man with the one 
or two five-watters has just as good a chance of rolling up a big 
wore as the chap with the high-power outfit.  Perhaps you noted 
the simple outfit with which 1BIG won the Traffic Trophy.  With 
the same set he has gots. down to 20 metres and reports hooking 
some English stations.  I3y prorer adjustment and operation 
you can do the same thing. 
Here is an example of the way things should go off miller the 

rules of the contest —mop of them later.  Suppose at the start 
of the test oa2Y1 works nu11311W and takes 11311'W's partkular 
message for Australia selected at random from his list of messages 
provided by A.R.R.L.  HQ just before the tests begin.  The 
stations finish the QS0 and I BlI W looks for other c•suntries to 
work while 2YI writes out an answer to givp-. tr) some other station 
in the 1.9.s. or Canada at the first opportunity.  On his next QS() 
2Y1 hops, tst send this message and at the same time receive 
another message to tkiost his score all he ran.  If the message he 
takes on the second QS() happens to have the same text as the 
previous message, he can take it, hut he must be sure to answr r it 
diffeTently before QSRing back to a US. or Canadian station. 
Late in the contest 2Y I may work 11111 W again, and while unable 
to take another message from HIM, he can give 11111 W this message 
taken from any U.S. or Canadian station except 11311W. 
will know it is a different message because it will bear a different 
serial number than the one assigned the similar message by 11-31-1W. 
Even. set of message assignments bears a cipher number which 
must be used in numbering the reply test missage for identification 
and checking purposes. 
Sample inssisages as scut by I  or Canadian amateur stations :- - 
TEST MSG FM NO/NC (Insert call). 
NR 2?.71A32 (Insert date).  .  — 
WHAT IS THE WAVELENGTH OF 'Writ TRANSMITTER 
PLEASE —  . . — 
Answer as worded by foreign amateur and sent to some other 

U.S. or Canadian station: — 
REPLY TEST MSG FM 0.AJOZ/EG/F0, etc.  (insert call). 
NR 2271A32 (Insert date msg returned to U.S. or 

Canada — . . .  MY WAVELENGTH IS TWENTY-THREE 
METRES TO BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE — . . . — 

(Sign your QRA if you wish for identification. 

RULES OF CONTEsT. 

1. The contest opens May 9 at 0000 G.C.T. and closes May :!3 
at 0000 G.C.T. Only work falling between these dates and times 
will be Counted-- be sure to retnember the dates, May 9 to 22 

2. United States and Canadian amateurs may each send just 
(.)NE message to any foreign locality. 
3. Evidence of more than one test message to any one country 

from i single U.S. or Canadian station will make a contestant 
ineligible for either a cfrtificate or honourable mention.  Other 
evidence of intentional infraction of the rules will make the con-
testant ineligible similarly. 
4. United States and Canadian amateurs may receive only one 

reply test message from any one station in a foreign country. 
This rule is to prevent a single North American station from 
gaining a great number of points too easily and to give all con-
testants an equal chance with all amateurs outside the U.S. awl 
Canada.  Reply messages may be accepted from several foreign 
stations in each country—but only one message may be taken 
from any one station. 
5. Reply test messages must contain eight or more words in the 

text. These replies are prepared by the contestant himself who 
exercises his own ingenuity to make each message different than 
other messages for checking purposes.  Reply test messages are 
counted only when sent to a station in the U.S. or Canada other 
than the station from which the original message bearing the 
distinguishing serial number was received. 
6. Lredits : United States and Canadian stations—Successfully 

sending the test message c.ounts 1 point. 
Receiving a reply test message from abroad counts 3 points. 

Stations in all other localities--
Successfully receiving the test message counts I point. 
Successfully transmitting a reply test messago to a United States 
or Canadian amateur station other than the one train which 
the original message was received counts 3 points. 

7. Confirmation by mail is required of all participants at the 
close of the contest.  Whether your score is 1 or 100 we want 
the dope for QST. 
(a) United States and Canadian stations should return the 

message assignment sheets with the record showing when the 
message was sent, call of station to which message was given. 
date and wavelengths in the spaces provided on the assignment 
sheet.  The copies of all me,ssages received from foreign localities 
must be tnrned in as evidence of QS0 with statisits in the different 
localities.  The information on time. call, date, and wavelength 
should also be included directly on each message. 
(6) Foreign confirmations: Copies of all test messages received 

and copies of reply test mes-5ages must be turned in with the 
information requested under (a). 
8. All reports should be mailed to the following address promptly 

at the (-Inclusion of the contest  INTERN'ATIONAL CONTEST 
EDITOR, COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT, 1711 PARK 
ST.. HARTFORD, CONN. 
9. The test message serial number must be used in the reply 

test mossago.  It is sagg.,-sted that foreign participants include 
name and QR A at end of their reply test messages for identification 
purposes. This is not a requirement nectsary for proper credit, 
but it is desirable as is self-evident in a contest of this magnitude. 
10. I'S. and Canadian amateurs must signify that they desire 

to enter the contact-coatest by dropping a QSL card to the following 
address signifying thrir intention to participate. This will lx' 
arknowleiged promptly. but the actual message assignments 
%vill not be given out until just before the start of the contest. 
Send your QSL eard to this address early if you expect to par-
ticipate in the first big intonational relay party:  INTER-
NA M )NAL CONTEST EDITOR. COMMUNICATIONS DE-
PARTMENT, 1711 PARK ST., HARTFORD, CONN. 

11 .41111.0.m..1•1••••••••• 11 

Every foreign amateur will have a chance to make an unprece-
d•onted number of U.S. and Canadian QS0's! 
Every U.S. and Canadias ham will be in oa the fun! 
Two weeks of oPPortulity to smash all previous records! 
All amateurs in the w )rld are cordially invited to participate. 

COME ON IN, OM'.  Gt!t your station in trim now and plan to 
;mil) of one of thos, crtifi'ites.  U.S. anl Csnadian  iteurs, 
get your QSL entry cards in early to makk. sure that yolnr ciPt of 
test messages is m iikcl you in time, 

A  QS1., Sections. 
'),SL Section. 

Thi. &pustule:it is now running smoothly, but hoiii• for even 
better eo-operation on the part of those rw.mbers who have failed 
to forward stampe-1 adlressel envelopes for their cards, 
Now. OM's, let me hive them by the next post, so that I can 

say th i ray w.iitinit. file is a thing of the pit. 
Another wsrd ab ut enyelopri. OM's.  Dsn't send them too 

srn  a card loaks b II on the wall whim it has been folded. 
Wn-.!n senlin.4 car.li for coultrie; other thin France, Belgium, 

GQrminy, Spain, please ea-loR.. a st n? to ewer, when 
they can b.! forwardel, 
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Many thanks are due to the R.E.F. who sent over by hand the 
accumulated cards lying at J des 8, which cards have been duly 
..-7.ent to their owners. 
R.E.F. are now handling cards for France, and their own cards 

are corning over regularly.  Good stuff ! 
Below is the list of cards waiting for envelopes.  Now, you 

chaps, by the next post, please ! 
Thanks. 

5A.V 
M X 
.5AL 
5AU 
2AFD 
2AFA 
2A1'11 
2-1M13 
5AT 
2AA 
41AZ 

51-3Q 
2131) 
2BV 
2I3Z 
2BWH 
42B R 
21_3( M 
2131P 
213B ; 
213(x: 
213B 

2BLM 
5CZ 
5CY 
5C1) 
'Cl) 
OCN 
2C13 
"CC 
WIN 
f)Ds 
514-1 
21)F 
21)X 
21)C 

QS1. Manager, 
Headquarters, R.S.G.B., 

53, Victoria Street, 
‘Vestrninster. 

51:1  6MS 
6GC  1SNIK 
5G1-1  6.MQ 
5GQ  5NW 
2G F  r)N.E 
51-IN  6N11 
2HQ  ONF 
51IX  ON 
61-1Z  50"3 
614 W  50P 
61111  200 
6H1<  201) 
21T  601) 
6HF  21'1 
5IN  2PZ 
51V  5P0 
511.  5PR 
6IZ  11Q11 
6I W  6(11, 
6IG  6QZ 
1$1V  11QW 
OJZ  5QZ 
OJG  2QV 
6 JC  2QN 
2iC  2QS 
51<1'  2QQ 
5KA  SRI  XV 
5KZ  5RZ  2XY 

5RV  
AKO  6RD  5X0 
21.1'  •.!RX  2.YX 
LILS  6R 
5L1  
51.1  6101  6YM 

6S(' 
211 W  IiSK  6N*X 
2N1F  2ST  6Z1i 
5MI"  6SG  2ZF 

'p.,. 
VC 

5TH 
5TC 
6TX 
6TI) 
OTN 
517 
51'N 
61"V 
6UR 
6UW 
6UZ 
null 
2VS 
2V Q 
(WV 
flVki 
5V k 
2WL 

R 

ti‘V‘‘' 
OWZ 

rAVG 
5WQ 
6X. I. 

BRS. 
20 
49 

II5 
4 
11 
19 
9 
1A 
64 
69 
73 
56 

Most of the above-mentioned cards were cleared before March 15, 
but if the owner of any t)f the call letters mentioned has not received 
any since that date lw should apply for them at once. 

ORA Section. 

IWOULD like to appeal this month for a&sistance from inembeN overseas,  There art- many ways in which they can 
help their society to maint tin and increase the progress 

already achieved. 
In this connection I would ask these members to assist me by 

SeCifig that important announcements, if possible, are re-published 
in their own country's amateur radio magazines.  Although a 
new QRA for the QSL Section was given in last month's rrmazine, 
a large munber of cards and letters for this Section are still beim; 
sent here. 
All QSL g-ards should now be sent to :— 

QS1. Sertion. 
R.S.G.B.. 

53, Victoria Street, 
%Vestminster, 

Lond4m, 
They can help us further by bringing our intigazine and par-

ticulars of memb(6rship to the notice of their fellow countrymen 
who are interested in amateur radio.  I am always pleased to 
forward from this Section a specimen magazine and application 
form t4) anyboiy inte-rc-ited on re,:ript of a post card request for 
same. 
Now, what Cau you do for us this month ? An article, a report 

on your •.ountry's amateur radio activities, a list of  G " calls 
heard, a new QRA, or perhaps you may have a suggestion to make 
about something ? 
I am asked to warn inerni)ers that the neljority of transmitters 

in Yugo Slavia are unlicensed, and all cards therefore should be 
sent under cover. 
B. Gardarson (NI3AG) informs me that Icelandic amateurs 

are now using the numeral 3, followed by two letters, for their 

There appears to be an ever-increasing ntimber of ships working 
on short waves, and many of them are condurting tests with 

our 

amateurs.  Obviously it is very difficult to get QS1. cards to them 
all, and members will help me, if they will, when working such 
stations, ask for the QRA for their reports, and send it along to 
this Section on a post card. 
BNSK1 (T. & H. asks fellow members to look out for him at 

21.00 G.M.T. on Saturdays. 
I have received a letter from an old radio friend, Mr. J. R. Fallon, 

who will be remembered by many members as operator of UNOT. 
He asks me to publish his pre.,ent QRA, so that old acquaintances 
may know where he is.  At the time of writing his ship was off 
Cuba. 
It is  U.S.S. W HITNEY, 

e '0 Postmaster. 
New York City, 

New York. 
1*.S 

NE, a new !ARC' Intermediate given as  Isnasiigned," I note 
is being 11,491 by Newfoundland.  I have to thank Miss B. Dunn 
(T. SC  R.) and G2KA for some excellent lists of QRA' s not in air. 
R.S.G.B. call book, which, although too numerous to publish, are 
nevertheless, most useful. 

QRA's FOUND. 
ARD1.---Norwegian whaler s.s. " Larsen," recently in R(Ks Sea. 
Antarctic, works on 33 metres, and can be heard hen. 07.00. 
10.00 G.M.T. QSL to Norwegian Consul, Dunedin, New Zealand. 
(Inf. 1121. 4 

VG  -Canadian ship " Commander."  QSL to H. V. Turner, 
Crookgate House, Rawelifle, near Garstang, Canada.  (Inf. 
Miss Dunn, T. & R., and el2D,B). 

ODPK9. —Moree, Nakoelaweg 89. Bandoeng, Java.  (hit. G5XY 
arid A. S. ‘Villiainson. T. & R.). 

ER5AA. -143 Car' '1 Davila, 13ucarest, Rtaimania.  (I iii. 2A1112). 
134VU. —Diricq,  Rue  du  Progri!s, C harleroi,  Belgium.  (In I. 
G2Z(:). 

D7NI. —N. Jacobsen, Bredgade 29, Copenhagen.  (Inf. (2ZC). 
1:18FOK. —R. Lebcm. Section des Tekgraphistes Coloniaux, Hanoi. 
Tonkin. French ludo China.  (Inf. G2ZC). 

EAS2. -L. Pleallo, Establiments, Palma de Mallorca, Balearic 
Isles.  (Inf. G2VJ and G2ZCL 

CH2AS. —L. Schlegel, Casilla 17, Vina del Mar, Chili.  (Inf. G5KL 
and 2AF(;). 

FM8j0. —Breand, Haminam, Bou Hadjar, Oran, Algeria.  (Inf. 
GKJ). 

PI  Pinheiro, 12 Rua  Ferriera Chaves. Lisbon.  (inf. 
C.61)R). 

YS71)D.  S. Liebermann, Zagreb, Medulici.va 9, Yugo Slavia. 
(Inf. 1;6DR and 1;2ZC). 

R1ORA.- K. Abolin. Zwezdinka, 23 App 1, Nijni-Novgorod, 
Russ.ia.  (Inf. L. L. l'Arry, T. & R.). 

GLQ. Ungar, Essex.  (Inf. Mi:ss Dunn, T. & 
SBCIT.--Capm. A. Bittencourt. Eseola de Aprrfeicoamento de 
(Mit-jars, Villa Militar, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  Ont. B. Smith, 
T. & 

(.1RA's. 

2AAM. —N. A. Citampitis. 6, Hale Gardens, Acton Hill, W.3. 
2ABA. —E. P. Allen, Mead4-1..sicourt, Radcliffe-on-Trent, Notts. 
2AFA. —E. Thomas. 7. Turdu Road, Morriston, Swansea, S. Wales. 
2AVR. —E. R. Cook, (rooked Billet Street, Morton, Gainsborough, 
Lincs. 

213JC.-  Pidcoek, 31, King Edward Avenue, Worthing. 
2131.Q.  1.1. Polley, 75, Clifton Road, Bangor, Co. Down, N. Ireland. 
62AY.  W. IL Moreis-Airey, 16. Villiers Road, Southsea, Ports-
mouth. 

2N(C1711fp c.5c 
.--_F.(;-,61  t.  m .1tig h,  Ashdene. - 'Wells Road, Bath, So erset. 

2YQ.--54, Princess A% enue, Church End, Fincliley. N.3. 
5111). —A. C.  Simons, " Lynwood," Mablethorpe, Lincs. 
5HR. —G. W. Henley, 526. Wandsworth Road, Clapham, S. W.8. 
5KH. —Mr. Collings, 111, West Hill, Putney, London.  (Inf. 
G5AD1. 

Kellett, 11, Allerton Road, Southport, Lanes. 
5UY. -1). B. Fry; 1-he Laurels, Mayfield, Slm;ex. 
52Y. —T. Smith. Invcrary, ‘Vhitehead, Belfast, N. Ireland. 
°HR.-a-H. I). Price, 12. Hillcre$t Road, Sydenham, London, 
S. E.2(%. 

OKM, —S. Kenther, 34a. Albert Bridge Road, Battersea Park, 

ORB.- R. A. Bartlett, 3, Chertsey Road, Redland, Bristol. 
OWN. -11. & L. Wilkins,  Hills View," 81, Studland Road, Hart-
well, W.7. 

6X11. —C. C. Stevens. Almora, Andover. 
6XS.--J. Moncktoa, jun., 15, Berkeley Road, Bishopston, Bri-t 

CHANGE OF QRA. 
G. 

2NQ.—Nsiw  IS, W04.41ands Road, Middlesbrough. 
5Bv.—Now 22, Woodhayes Road, Wimbledon Common, London, 
S.W. 

5CG & SPX .- --Now Gothic Cottage, Four Oaks Road, Four Oaks, 
Sutton Coldfield. 

6HZ. - b‘v No, 1, Shirley Villas, La Rocque. jersey. 
6 JH. --Now 10, Kingstnere Avenue, Levenshuhue, .Mxichester.• 
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:\, ,w 3$, Folkestone Road, Copnor, Portsmouth. 
to\ \\ - -Now 39, Marlborough l'-ok North, Belfast, N. Inland. 

CHANGL 01. CALL-SIGN, 
1).AGR.  Ni ow G61,--W. 
'2AZS.  631<1,, 

G6XS. 
2BYN.- Nuw 
I413L  Nuiw 13411C.  (Inf. ( 
1CAG1  1(13(.1.  Nt%N. 

l‘'illiamskon, iT. & R.). 
I am indebted t4r NIL A. Wust (EB4A,G) fur t w folluwing informa-

tion and QRA'S. 
He informk; m4- that the Belgian Government is now tsuing 

official transmitting licences, 
They intend to use the new  intermediate EB, and they 

have formed a " Club des 4 "tr ithciallv licensrd amateurs. 
Their presidrut is Mr. A. \Vast (EB4A6). 
IAA.  R. Verstreprn, '23 rue Van itraelru, Antwerp. 

A. Wust, 99, Avritur Elisabeth, fivrchem Antwerp, 
F134111.  R. Iiestrtle, 3S, rue de Suede, liruisels. 
EBIAR.  R.  rue Francois C.saY, Wolnwe 
Brussels. 
144 Bt.— Lent. 40, Avenue Van Put, Antwerp. 
B4BX.—W, J. F. Stevens. s rue jo..sephlies, Antwerp, 
1 13411:N.—T. Jorssen, 15 rue de Witte. Berchom-Antwerp. 
1..134(10.—G. Van den Eynde, •2?. rue du Rcmorquimr, Brussels. 
EB4RS.  R. Pirotte, 10 rue du Parc, Verk 

NIallinger, 13 rut de l'Athalee, 
1)iricq, rue du Pri)grers, Charleroi. 

QSL cards for above may be sent direct or to 
QTC, 3$ rue de Suede, 

Brusels, 
Belgium. 

Mr. Bruno Rolf, our forwarding agent for Sweden, has 
forwarded a list of new Swedish QRA's: — 
S.1 . 
SM R 

'1:113N1). 
N I3AG. (Int. Giltit. and A. S. 

 .  ansson, •AUr p. 
-T. Ncirrman, Drottninggatan 61, Halsingborg. 
N. Anckers, Nlorbyvagen 3, Stocksund. 
A. Ilygindustri, Stnekholm. 
-Uppsala Radioklubb, Uppsala. 

SNI I:N .—E. Hedlund, Srnedjegatan 6, Vastera. 
%;N1RO. —E. Cronvall. Ostertnalm:gatan 75, Stockholm. 
SN1RP.  Djurshohns Satriskola, D3urshohn. 
sNIRQ. -T. G. Arne Rundquist, ArjAtig. 

-Aktiebolaget Flygindustri, Limbatnn. 
SMRS.- E. Barany, Jarnbrogatan, lob, t*pp-igala. 
SMRT.  Th. E. Sjostrand, S. iSrnvag-g 
SNIR!'. -B. Rudling. 0. Storgatan 110. jonkiiping. 
SMRV.  Sture A. NIalmberg, Storg  Falkenberg. 
SNIRW.  A. B. Uniterstad, ROrstrandsgatan 14, Stockholm. 

QRA's WANTED. 
TE M'. SWS, SSSMAX. EN. 

also have cirds and letters, stamped rilidy for forwanling to 
the undermentinticd. 
Can ally member supply me with the (jR.-'s to enable me to 

post them on ? 
G2BL, 2131P, ',1111:.  I3V. 21.3ZG, ..!(;11, 
fol3Q, 5W  51Xf  V, RAZ, 61)1...  tit.; B, 611 W, 
(MK, OWL, OZN, NXINX, NANDI. TNN. 

0111 IONS Flt.(iNI LOG- BOOK. 

We "gret that we omitted from the Official Log Book and I )Lary 
the QRA ut AM, who is A. Per!, Esq., B.Sc., of Victoria House, 
York lit“ad. Hove.  Members plc:se note in Log Book. 

QR. Section, 
R.S.(;.13., 
s. Nifirk 

Bury, 
.S4 ff( 4k. 

St. Pierre, 

kindly 

USS:t Shoet  Activities. 
fI too ARv. 

WA was praistically silent.  Ilusine-4. and Bri.ti iiN." RA — 
QS0— R 
1.NK !.ame.  Has obtained valves and 

receiver  is now on the air. 
IWW is now URA and is o-cupied greatly with his X-Her and 

BULLETIN a. RA- -QS() —RK." 
int is him- 13R.X. 
INN is in the courNe  rf...ontrurtiott.  Simnetinwi; is working, 

but very rarely. 
IWAG—now 1310 - on the air irregularly- Changed his 

QR A. 
3t-P is on the air with two chill e.nitter type receiving valves : is 

reported to be R8 in hi: own town. 
'NE is oceupitx1 with the construction of his QRD X-Her. 
(PiRA and OORA. established a mutnal contact. 
lAV, 2XX. 2QW,  !NM, '27,0 are heard but I have no 

information on their stations. 
OVY has several good PX's for his receiver. 

has rti-onstructed his 

Reports on Research. 
Instructions for Contributors. 

These Notes  have now begun to assume great 
proportion: and owing to the large number of stations 
involved, they take up a considerable amount of space 
in the BULLETIN.  MCITOLfer many 'nen:hers du not 
apPralaie that Area lfanagers hare pknty of work 
on hand and that if they rendered coneie and pointed 
reports much time would be saved. 
The following rules have therefore been prepared 

in order to assist boils Area Managers and repnr!Ing 
members :-
(1) State total stations worked. 
(2) Give details of localities, i.e.. whether G's, Z's, 

U's, etc. 
(3) State rower used. 
(4) State source of tower supply, whether home-

made A .C.. D.C., Dry Batteries, etc. 
(5) Best D...V. for month and brief detail of report 

by the Atation worked. 
(6) A nv remarks relative to your statian, to be &ref 

and not more Man 30 words. 
(7) If you write your Area or District Mana4er 

and expect a reply, write on separate sheet of paper 
and enclose a stamped addressed tnt•elope for Ilu• 
reply. 
(8) Your report must reach: your Manager by the 

date mentioned at the head of his Notes from ni1:1) 
onward. 
(9) Avoid the use of abbreviations and wron;1%.-

spelled words. 
(10) Area Managers should ttlnnit their rpo h to 

Headquarters by the 16th of the month preceding 
Publication. 
It it is apparent iron the Manager's report that 

any member has not observed these rules or should a 
Manager report that a member is not observing Them, 
the Editor reserves the right to delete the paragraph 
referring to his station. 

London Area. 
By ti. A. Ex t ii-Je TrY Kr, 

T III:. retorts this month arc .in increas•• on last, and I hope 
we may soon sec all the stations in this area sending 

in thPir month's work regularly. There are' still many more 
to report, and will all those who have tint already done so !iend tnt, 
a card as requested last month. 
I wish to thank all flow who wrote me °tiering tbeir :0--n-ici, 

and hope they will understand that I cannot rei.Iv ti> th•ni all 
individually.  Tlw Northern Divi*ion has been aliottecl f.,•4 Mr. 
Clarricoats (6CL) and the Eastern to Sir_ Fulk-r (11LW, aril will 
stations within their localities rlease report direct try thrill.  ‘Vr 
are still ‘‘-miting a volunte2er for thr SJuthrrit I)iv ou.  Thc 
actual locwilitif.s these divisidIns cover will be published as sth.,Nn as 
possible.  Regarding reports, attimtion is drawn to last, month's 
Bsue, and will all members ',lease observr thrle rules- R•Torts 
should be brief and tabulated, and on no account sboun t-IlY 
be written in " fladiese" -, lease use rlain Engliih. as it is easirr 
to decipher. 

REttoRri. 
5RZ is kelping nightly schedule at \i: 

If your Subscription ic due, you 

mil/help us by remitting mithout 

further demand. 
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c,rystal control on 4:).2 pow - watts, anzl 1w Wuuld welconie 
reports on signal strength.  flLlt is QRT  anti rumour 
has it he is getting shocks from the Armstrong circuit.  6PG is 
using le.iw-power on 23 metres, and has schedules with SMZV and 
CIC61Z on Sundays.  lie was QS0 N I3AG on 41 metres with 4 
watts input, reported R.  Ex 213.V is now liosused for 150-200, 
45, and 23 metres with the  6WN.  The mouth has berets 
devoted to smoothing 240 volt RAC, will the note on 170 metres 
has been reported good DC, but has had no lock on 45.  lie says 
reception has been good on and ta-low 20 metres.  5T1) has at last 
got over the  pond " working N1,72CTN on 7 watts, being reported 
R4.  Ile worked 50 stations in one week. making the grand total 
400.  He was QS()  YS7XX, SMV T. and the Faroe Isles. 
He also says the ItZ's are very QSA.  5t;t: has had eighty QS0's 
working  ractically all Eurove and more contacts than a whole 
year's previous working.  Ile uses 10 watts of " mangle," and 
surfeis from family QRM on that account.  His It QS() was 
P1AW (R5) and he lipard N1_73QF calling him, but the QS0 was 
doubtful. 2BWR has found a good recriving circuit (any dope 
for the Bull, OM ?) and is building a crystal ceintrolled trans-
mitter to keep it company.  51<1' is experimenting with a NI.O. 
circuit, using two DET1's with inputs up to 30 watts.  QS0's 
Indo-China S. Africa, anti two tine revorts from Australia and 
Demerara B.G. trsts with BRS34 on sunset I _1:;,S are- vi.  Wing fine. 
re-sults.  BRS34 would like more stations to help in these tests. 
OUR rerorts little time- to spare at present, but is keenly interested 
in 1'. & R. work.  Several other stations sent in their names as 
briug in this arra, but gave no reports  11W ? (PM's. 6Y K is at 
present QRT owing to very hrary businr.ss QRM, but hopes to be 
on C.C. wry shortly.  The following reports ria 6CL  2C11 has 
been in Birmingham during the month, and only a fv%%* hours 
week-enda have 1x-en available.  Latvia has been worked during 
daylight ; be  Vi;+itt'd  6YD, .SK. 6CI, and several BRS stations 
while in the Nlisllands.  Our old friend 2YQ has returned from 
Rugby, and is doing good work with a few watts on -15 metres. 
Roumania has been worked (any other G station QS1) here ?). 
tiKS has little to report. except that hf was QS0 DF7J0 at night 
and is happier now, as he was thinking hi!, sigs straight to Mars 
after dusk!  5Xo has ls-en very busy during the moth.  6CL 
has had domestic troublu, and his work has consequently suffered. 
His dry cells are giving out, and he has been workin:z locals on 
inputs of around one watt,  Some interesting correspondence has 
bt-en exchanged with SN1 WF, D71.0, D7mT, and other stations. 
Will all North London stations revort to tiCL by are 10th of each 
month, rlease ? Thanks, OM's. 

Irish Notes. 
Ily  

A'I' the outset of these. notes this month I wish to remind trans• 
mitters and others situated in the. Irish Free State that 
Coteau!! Dennis, 1111. has now been 2ppninteit area manager 

for that district, and all reports of CAV stations should be sent 
direct to him by the 10th of each month.  I should also like to take 
this opportunity of thanking my many friends in the South for so 
kindly reporting to me since this column was inaugurated, and I 
am quite sure that they will siipport 11B in the same manner. 
In Colonel Dennis the G‘V men have, as their representative. one 
of the most gentlemanly and enthusiastic, and really genuine 
exrcrimenters with whom I have had the pleasure to deal.  So 
all good wishes to von all.  And now for reports. 
O W has at last worked South Africa, being QS0 0A4X lately 

with 75 watts input.  The schedule with VDCR is going excep-
tionally well, speech being used often without undue tnauble.  This 
contact takes place at 6 p.m. each evening. Other stations worked 
are FJ3I,T (British Somaliland), A2NO, where signals were 116, 
as well as an RD report being to hand from Riga, and an R5 from 
the. Anstratian 5th district. 
6YW has returned to the key after a long absence, having nnw 

got settled in a new house with 220 volt D.C. mains at hand.  He 
has been tryim: a current-fed livrti. antenna, 12 feet high at the 
centre, with the ends running down to within 2 feet off the ground. 
On 10 watts input, however, signals are R6 in most parts of the 
country and Northern Europe.  it‘'W wishes to thank all the. GI 
stations who so kindly invited him to " pound the key " during 
the silence of his own station.  Such kindness is Yery much appre-
ciated, and it is at such a time that the real amateur spirit bucomes 
apriarent. 
213X will probably take the air again after Easter, using crystal 

c,'Intral and QR0.  It b probable that some work will be done 
(in 23 metres. and the transmitter is at prvwient being entirely 
rebuilt. 
5WD has now got going on RAC, but is awaiting a transformer 

before getting things finally tined up.  Snlendid work continues 
to be done. however. and on 4 watts India (DC R i and FM have been 
worked.  On 1 watt input reports are to hand from FA. 
5M0 has worked a number of Continental stations on low power, 

doing vet v consistent work, though nothing outstanding.  A start 
has. however, been made on 2$ metres, and :IMO would be very 
glad inclued to hear from others interested in this wave. 

• 

6QD has worked India on about 10 watts, as well as sundry 
other nearer stations. 
'AFL) is still busy in the reception line, and reports good re-

ception of the 5th district U.S.A.  He has also actually heard 
GLKY working WIZ ! Apparently the latter has ceased trying 
to QS() our friend  ABC ! " 
2AX0 has also a large list of stations heard, these appearing 

on another page. 
In the Free State. only one report is to hand.  1115 found con-

ditions only moderate last month, but has worked a fair number 
of European stations and also t' IACI twice, using crystal control. 
He is at present reconstructing his transmitter for crystal work. 
Just before concluding these notes I am going to record one 

of the nicest nY tests that .  have own' taken part Ti.i  It is this : 
A few evenings ago I arranged to try and put ii I; over to Aus-
tralia.  I got in touch with A7C W, awl asked him to listen for 
1111 for five minutes.  The test was a complete. succe5s, 11B being 
definitely heard in Tasmania when his input was 10.5 watts.  This 
114 probably an Irish record and shows what can be done by a little. 
co-olairation. 

j, on 75 watts input, has been in wry regular contact with 
the Antipodes all month.  A7CW has been worked on seven 
occasions, word- bring sent usually imilv once at about 20 words a 
minute.  A morning and ercniaLt, schedule is being run on Sun-
days and has proved of much interest.  Other stations worked 
include A3X0. .71)X, A3BQ,  YDCR, etc., and recently 
four continents wen. worked within two hours. 
In connection with the recent QRP tests, the results of which 

are just to hand as I write, I shoull like to rongratnlate all thoso 
GI stations who did so well.  It was magnificent work, awl shows 
that, although we were somewhat late in getting on the air over 
here, Our low ilower men have certainly made up for any lost time. 
More power to all of you OWs, an:I my heartiest congratulations 
0:w again. 

South;Western Notes, 
By -..:4: II'. 

TIN attention of contributors is drawn to the nstructions 
published.  Reports should rrach me not later than 14th 
of (.3(11 month. The acknowledgment of y_air report is its 

appearance in the Bri.i.i7TiN.  no not expect long letters from 
me.  My t..orreospialence bag is enormous, but I endeavour to write 
a line to everylaxly a!;. and wheti tune permits.  This month I 
have pleasure in welcoming 511K to the See II' 'II. 
The attention of member is drawn to the forthemning A.R.R.L. 

International Rehr Contest, which covers the world over, lxitweeft 
May 9 and 22.  Full particulars can be obtainel from Headquarters 
or from me. 
I appeal to you to get mare members and more enthusiasm in the 

area so that we can izet sub-area offy,es going.  The motoring season 
is near at bawl. and I should like to see and hear of personal liaison 
betwe-en inembers.  ._ _ 
2AR is hu:y deigning awl building a new S.W. transmitter 

ho ,, to get some interesting reports before long. , 
LOP has done nothing owiTig to the ilinfNc and death of his father. 

lie will not lie. on the air for possibly senile months owing to the 
work of winding up his father's business and affairs. 
5BK has been ming very low power and has worked practically 

all Britain with good reports. 
riFS moved his QRA on March is, and will be off the air for some 

time rebuilding.  When he starts up again he will tie on .-rystal 
control, and hopes to put out a good signal on low power.  Ris 
new QRA is 155. Bishop Rend. ‘Vmthury Park. Bristol. 
IVI, has worked 19 station', GI, P2, D2, IL SM1, 1-'1. Kl, IA), 

FIJI. EARL, 1.'5. NFL 011A (ship at Faroe Island).  Power up 
to 471 watts.  R_T. aerial altered from bent Hertt. to semi-vertical 
straight type.  New transmitter valve.; and generator being tried 
out.  Heard AQ1‘. at Ig.00 hours March M, sending traffic Mi. 
6RB.  MAN' i again congratulate BRS27 on his new call sign. 
I sincerely hope that he will be as successful as a transmitter as he 
was a. re,-eiver.  H e has again revived a large number of C' stations, 
but has done little with A. 0 an-1 Z stations.  He hopes to be on the 
air by the time these mitts; are in print, and is busy getting the gear 
together.  The very best to you ()M. 
OUG has little to report except the usual rum of Ws.  He has 

worked F.AR45 who was very QSA with power of 1 watt 110 volts 
1.").C. mains.  Ile reports a QS0 with Australia. third district. 
He keeps a very complete log bdo-a- 50 metres, and any stations 
desiring reports are welcome. 
61'N has not decided on a permanent site tot transmitter, but 

hopes to settle down shortly and shake the ether. 
BRS•2•1 reports weekly schedide tests are still running with I1ER 

and NI.'sA X A with really interesting results.  During the last three 
months a week-enel schedule test has been conducted on 32 31; 
metres around midday.  In eonclwling these, the following have 
been logged : Z3A1, Z2A li, A5Hti, A7CS. Pil HR. M AC, MAR, 
Pillit), Z4A1, A2NO, Z2XA, A5W1-1, A4RB, Z4AA. 
The following did not re-port : —2CI, 2.C W, 21:13, 21 N, 2HQ. 

2LF. 2NL, 2PL, 2ZG, KC, 6.10, 6i-PT, OQW, CRY, 6X1. 
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Mid= ritain N tes. 
(Prepared by G6 JV. i 

N A excellent sugg tion comes from 2BAX. of iluntingdon• It is that we shall try to arrange a " Mid-Britain Convention. 
ette"  2XV of Cambridge has come forward with useful, 

suggestions and offers of practical help, and to cut a long story 
short, here is the proposal :-The idea is to choose a suitable country 
inn whose proprietors would undertake to cater for a party of Mid-
Britous (complete with their (). W's and, or V.I...'s, or other pets). 
and who would place the gardens at the disposal of Ow party for 
the day.  Lunch and tea would be provided at a charge of approxi-
mately 5s. po-.1- head.  The day t hosen is Whit Monday, June 8, 
and 2X V will make it his bminess to organise the whole thing and 
to choose a central rendezvous. 
You are asked, therefore, to write at once to 2X V (Chandos, 

Gt. Shelford. Camtp,.), and to tell him of how many your parts Nk ill 
consist.  According to the response, a forther  t %%ill 
be made in the May lit-Lit:TIN. 
Kindly note that letters must reach 2X‘' by April 30.  We are 

most grateful to him for undertaking this and now 0.M.'s what, 
about it ? Do you fans y the idea, and are you going to make a 
jolly day of the First Mid-Britain Conventionette ? 
{By the way, if the gang ninst have tin-whistles, and other 

Q. R. M. machinery, remember that the Conventionette won't be 
held at the I.E.E. and there won't bf.. a Wocdworth's round the 
corner.] 

Shropshire (Via 5S1). 
ilTD reports that WoUk is been impeded by trouble with the 

hoist' lighting and this has caused :hortage of power. 
5SI report's  fin " only. 

Leicester and Herefqrd (Via HRS19). 
1-1. 1.. Palmer remarks that he cannot think where the " hairs " 

in these counties have got to and asks for reports by 5th of the 
mooth.  He welcomes Mr. 1). T. Wattle, BRS79, to the gang and 
introduces this member as oily who has done some excellent recep-
tion under adwrse conditions. 

Canthddpshire(Reports to G2XV). 
5VX sends in his hrtzt report and summary of his first month's 

activities on the air.  Fourteen Yanks, Iceland, Newfoundland, 
Rumania and India on 45m., not to mention Europeans on 23m. -
scents good enough for tett watts.  F.B. 
21)11 reports fairly good telephony On 45in., but wants to know 

the bait used to hook Yanks. 
5Y K is comparing a D.E.T.1_ with a T.50.  His 2.3m. signals have 

bi...en reported by U2CC.  The 23m. aerial is of the " Zeppelin " 
type anti he is now testing this system against the usual aerial and 
counterpoke on 45m. and 23rn.  He has a crystal but so far does 
not report favourably upon its behaviour. 
5 JO has started on 160m.  He is suffering from floods in the 

cellar where generator is houw,t1 ttry the ceiling OM.  Hi.) 
'2X V has !wen handiI7apped by a recent acrident to the right hand 

but has inimaged to keep most s!--hedule:.  ha,-. worked seven 
Yanks, also 1.4,3A R ti.l Ta -mania A a. W. 

Huntingdonshire (Report op G2X‘') 
Apparently amateur ratio) has been heard of in this country, 

because a report has come to hand from 213.-kX t:if Huntingdon, to 
the effect that he is suffering untold agoni(-s from a landlady who 
refuses to allow even an indoor aerial what about the bedstt!iiii 
O.M. 
Another T. & R. member in this town, Mr. A. R. Maddox, 

reported to ha w ordered a brand new set of parts for a lo-loss, 
short-wave. receiver, so it is evident that the  Radio germ " is 
beginning to t-lo its work around the kx-ality.  Now who is going 
to be the first to sk.od up- a real DX transmission report from 
Hunts ? Get to it. aang ! ! ! G2XV. 

Warwickshire (Iteix)rts to•2131 1I) 
BRS3 and BRs2ii both report exceptionally good I)X conditions. 

The former states that t.'2:11:V (E. A. Roberts, 7448, Amboy Road, 
Tottenyille, N.Y.). wishes to arrange tests with G stationi on 80.-
90111. 
ta: I has inrreased his power and has worked India. 
ssK has made several more contacts %%Ali the States and 6CC 

wishes ht. could do the same. 
BR510, 2BLM and 2AFS report good reception. 
2BM W has been playing round u ith the mains and has success-

fully blown the house fuzes. 
2BVI.. has been practising Morse and expects to take his test soon. 

211P1 is re-designing his shack. 
The Warwickshire lads want T. & R. badges for their cars and 

moon- cycles. 
[What about this, Mr. Editor. -Organ r. PSE 
How many teanttri ?-Ed. 

Worcestershire (Reports to 6AT) 
6AT says he expets to have more time to devote to his sub-

area shortly and hopes to add to the T. & R. membership.  He 
has returned to the M.O. drive and has done tieful tone on low power. 
He offers to report on Transmission from 7HL. upwards subject to 
arrangement. 

Staffordshire (Via 5U W) 
2K' K has worked the usual Europeans, and maintained a schedule 

with USEQ. 

al11101111ceineli 

2VG has been working lone on 45 metres, but has done little DX. 
62WN reports working 3 Italians, 2 Austrians, making fourteen 

country's worked with one-watt input.  2WN hopes to QR0 
shortly. 
5CW docs not report. 
61311 has been QR W with 'flu.  Nothing to report. 
61 7 has ni-lw managed to get his font' fairly clear and reports 

are better, but owing to business QRW has done little DX.  He 
has a QRP set which gives R5-7 signals throughout Europe. 
2TN, 2NV, 5N1', 6011 did not report.  Please 0.M.'s, even if 

you have nothing outstanding to report, send a line to 511W before 
the 10th of the month. 

Wolverhampton and District. 
20Q reports much Q M during the month, but has managed 

to qso seven Vs, with 10 watts input.  He repcxts conditions 
consistently good for DX U.S.A., but no lurk with 13Z. 
il_K reports being Q M with business. and does not expect to 

transmit for some months.  He statts that the BI'LLETIN is Al 
for keeping him in touch with amateur activities, 
5PR is constructing, and hopes to get going as soon as removal 

to a new QRA is effected. 
51.;‘‘' has a gocx1 month's DX to report.  He has qard 23 t''s 

in 1, 2. 3, 4 and  Districts.  A Qtio with Al  R, India, completes 
the %V.A.C.  Input has been 45 watts and considerable font work 
has been done throw:bout Europe at week-ends. 
61-IT has no DX to report, but has been trying to get his crystal 

to oscillate.  Eventually it did, and 4' bust 1' in the proces.-Bad 
luck, 0.M. 
6PB says he has been QRT for some time, but promises to start 

again on 150-200 metre band, very soon. 
2RR does not report, but 51.' W's receiver tells him of 2RR'--, 

activities, which ct•wsi ,:t ot good font- tests on 150 metres. 
'LA W j, 5AF, Olt. 2AAD, have not reported. 

Norfolk (Reports to 6Z J1 
2B WB, cf Coste--,4 V. suggests that the Norfolk gang should 

arrange to meet occasionally at some suitable place and has under-
taken to organise this.  Further particulars next month.  He, too, 
has been playing with the mains with the usual result -darkness 
and domestic QRM. -.It was a five amp. fil m too (temporary 
input one kilowatt. 
517F is reconstructing and preparing a new mait.  He hopes to 

obtain -45m. permit shortl-y. 
2.AAS is building a new transmitter and 2BLA has not reported. 
61.j has been working on QRP, while his 40-watter is undergoing 

surgiral treatment.  He gives a goocl account of the DEP2l5 as 
a QRP valve. 
6.1‘' is working away with the Zeppelin-Hertz 32m. full wave 

antenna and has worked South Africa and U.S.A. again, but if he 
(loes not bring these notes to a speedy close he fears that the Editor 
may take a violent dislike to the colour of his whiskers.  [Didn't 
know he hal any.  Last time we saw him they were dit5appearin4. -

- 

Northern Notes. 
Area Manager: S. R. V. ai(;ut (2L)R. 

AT the moment of writing I have not seen the Lancashire 
reports, but the remainder do not show any signs of great 
activity, and there SerIllS roason to suppose that it has not 

been a very good DX month.  American and Brazilian stations 
. have been quite ;Active, and although they have twton heard on 
almost every oight, they have been mostly R2 to R$, and tiniest; 
the location is good or the power fairly high, it has not been 
possible t4) efirct many QS0's.  6YQ again holds the record for 
the month, and has exceeded his last month's work.  Personally I 
should be iuterested to know whether EiN'Q ("Vet' VIM to sleep, and 
how long he is MI the: key per month.  It would appear that 
the first figure will be small, and that the sg-coad will be large. 
Sub-area managers would olyi.,erve the length of these no w: last 

month, amid also the new rules laid down for the. sending of reports. 
It is up to them to cut down my arduous task es mucb as possible, 
and send in their reports in as brief a manner as possible, 
carefully weeding out any extraneous matter therein-stn. The 
thing is becoming too big now to publit.h anything but bare and 
unvarnished facts! ! 
Now for the reports. 

Star Station This Month. 
it, oi‘ lib. 

Mr. (i. A. Massey, HilLside, Pm:m.44;1.N Wales, 
(For details sole Chesisirr.. . 

Yorkshire. 
(Reports to 2t)1(1. 

6TV workol 17 new stati•ms last month. but no DX work. 
Power 1.6 watts.  Is putting up a 50ft. mast, and is very QRW 
owing to business.  He has worktd 234 stations since June last, 
and had 331 QS0's. 
600 has worked new countries as follows: Poland, Canada, 

Yugo-Slavia, Spain and Ireland on 8 and 10 watts, and made his 
15th contact with V.S. \. This is good visork to( the power and a 
bad location. 
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2YU, employing a to 7 watts, had 79 QS('s, during February, 
mostly Europeans.  Best 1)X was lAY and 11)M (Italy).  Reports 
average R6. 
6YR has not been as busy as usual this month, but worked 

F8PP Marseilles (R71 and N'SEJ7‘VW (R5) on :3.6 watts from his 
17 months' old dry batteries.  He will shortly be on the air with 
a hand-driven Evershed generator. 
SUS has had several good QS0's with V.S.A. on 10 watts and a 

poor aerial, first and second districts giving !link R4.  Has built 
a new transmitter, and will be using two valves in parallel soon. 
He complains he has never yet heard NZ or Australia in Ilkley, 
and thinks it must be a blind spot.  It is not for want of trying, 
I am sure. 
615R has been observing bearing variations on long wav4-s, but 

has found time to QS0 four NI"s, three second and one first district. 
An R5 report has been received from Hong Kong.  Will GC2SR 
please note he has been heard there (Hong Kong) also ? 
6DR (good call that OM !) is a ne w one, so welcome to the fold. 

He started in on February 1 with 5 watts, RF13, L.S.5 valve..  He 
tat  that  aerial is 40in. high ! A misprint, 1 think.  Anyway, 
he has made an excellent start and has been QS0 with 20 European 
countries. also U.S.A. third district, lceland and Algeria all with 5 
watts.  He is now QR0 tu $ watts.  Keep it up.  His QRA is— 
D. E. Scarr,  H4.11Iydene," Hailgate, Howden, Yorks. 
BRS26 turns in the astounding total of 650 stations logged, 

313 of them being N U's.  He reports hearing P9AB again, and he 
gave his QRA as Macau, China (30 metres).  You have more 
patience than I. OM ! Do you get pencils at wh-31(..ale terms ? 
5K/ reports moderately good conditions all in-lath.  Has made 

40 0 0's, including 9 NU's, and a schedule with NF..8Rti (New-
foundland) since February 19.  Average report from NC's is R4, 
input 1.5 to IS watts, and the aerial is a twin-fed Hertz only 1Sft. 
high. 
2111. I regret to say, is very seriously ill with pneumonia and 

pleurisy, but I am glad to say he has weathered the worst, and is 
progussing.  Hope you are SOCIIi on the key again OM, and 73's. 
6XL has been 1•usy ebfl comstructional work, but has been QS0 

with five ns•A countries (European) using 6 to 9 watts.  Finland 
gave him R5 cal 9 watts.  A steel mast is ready for erection here 
to make the:  50ft. high. 
5SZ has done little DX this month. Twir:e on the key for four 

Nrs  Power 120 watts.  Some 1st) metre phone has ako been 
done.  Congratulations on being elected to the A.R.R.L. 
Club, which means that 5SZ has worked every continent in thy world. 
2DR has been trvity.: the current-fed Hertz with good results. 

The usual Eurooeani and four first and one third dizarirt NC's 
were worked with 75 watts from the generator.  much inferior 
aerial and 24 watts from an R.A.C. unit produced seven NU' s in 
three short sittings, first. second, third ani fourth districts. The 
()S13 earnetl " flowers " from several 17.S, A. stations. 

Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland, and Westmorland. 
(Reports to  kiZi. 

82CC is working s.chedule with sundry places, but has nothing 
to report of general interest. 
2Nc), formerly at Stockton-on-Tees.. has a new QRA 

Woodlands Road, Middlesbrough.  Please note: He will be on 
the air from here very soon. 
5LH is pounding the brass commercially. 
el(2T is QR W business.  Is doing a little on 4 watts.  He, thanks 

6YQ for help received. 
6Y%' got R6 from Canada on 1) watts 23 metres, and has worked 

several NC's on this wave.  He is QSOK.M1 (Nigeria). 
BRS6S reports speech from ET113 (4.x L1T111) when using 10 

Watts. 

Mr. j. (. Carlson sends a report of world-wide DX reception. 
What about applying to H.Q. for a HK$, OM ?' 
GIAIZ has nothing to report, 'flu having claimed his undivided 

attention of late. 
Many hams owe 6.2.3i IZ a reply to his recent letters.  More reports 

wanted by the 8th of the month, please. 

Nottingham, Derby and Lincoln. 
Reports to 5C1),) 

211U; has nothing to report. 
-In n- may shortly join the " OA brigade " ; good luck OM. 
2.XF1P is busy with a transmitter for 1 metre, and gcts it to work 

with 2 watts, using a Cossor power valve. 
51)NI k doing a little on low power 45.metre phone. 
5K W is shortly going on to crystal c-Aitrol. but is (JI M business. 
5OD is about to get going on 45 metres and wants reports. 
5QT is QR W varsity, but will open again in April. 
217Q is doing good DX on 45 metres, but sends no detailed 

report. 
5CD has not descended to 45 work yet, but hopes to get going 

• 

soon. 
BRS34 sends a very good report.  He found conditions very 

good at the beginning of February, several ninth district NU'S 
being heard at good strength. 
Lincoln hams are requested to roll up.  Art. there only two hams 

in this county ? 

Cheshire and North Wales. 
(Reports to 611.V.) 

42M I' is working on 150-metre phone and QS0'd six stations over 
200 miles distant with an input of :3 watts.  He is working every 
Wednes.day night during April at 23.00 and requests reports. 
6YQ again holds the star position with 61 NU.'s, C3UL awl 

_Jamaica to his credit on 5 watts.  12 of the NU'S were worketl t u 

25 metres. Two reports have been received from the sixth district 
1.T.S.A.  It is interesting to note that between February 1 and 8, 
38 contacts were made with r.S.A., and only 11 between February 
8 and 28.  He requires reports from G's to investigate skip distance. 
Good work OM. 
2S0 is anxious to carry out tests with DX stations between 1,9(K) 

and 2,300. and is on 45 every night except Saturday and Sunday. 
Look out for this station, please.  He has done excellent European 
work on 'phone and CW. 
OT W is busy with aerials and seems to have struck oil at last. 

Most of Europe has been worked 4.al 45.  'Phone on 150 band 
Is used at week-ends to exchange details of work with the Cheshire 
gang. 
5P0 did not report. 

Lancashire and Isle ot Man. 
(Reports to ;•X Y.) 

20' is busy with aerials and has worked one Nt: and the usuals. 
5!3II will be heard on crystal control within the month. 
2SW reports working 67 N17s from January to date.  Please 

note new method of sending reports OM.  (March BULLETIN.) 
5MQ is well in the running for the QRP trophy, and has worked 

32 MI's and one C on 45, and also NI: and Europe on 23, using 
only 6 to 9 watts from 180 volts H.T. accumulators. 
5XY has not been on the air much, but he seems to have been 

busy while 1w was there.  3S13, 4SA. 13NI e, 2NZ, 10A, Syria 
ARq.IIA and the best Java ODPK9.  This on 130 watts 15.C. 
go iwrator. 
5X1) is QRW x ms 
Hi ! Lancashire.  Willy this slid& n falling off ? 

Spicial Notice. 
%Vill all hams please not. that all reports must reach the various 

collectors by the 8th of ttrh month.  Read the March BULLETIN 
rules for sending reports, and stick to them, making reports as brief 
as possible and to the point. 

Collectors. 
Reports to reach me not later than the 12th on the in,aith. 

Cannot include copy reaching me aft r that date in futur. 
23 Metre QRP Reports. 

Per R341i4) Nt'SALY \i 6N.Q. 
The following G stations have been heard by SA LY during Febru-

ary. both in and out of QRP test hours on 23 metres :-2CC, 2KF, 
2 W, 5HS, tifQ. 
AALY will N. glad to work any G on stile lule on 23 metre;. 

Scottish Area Notes. 
Hy 5VG. 

D isTRtcr managers' reports by Pith of the month, picase ? 
February does not appear to have produced anything 

very phenomenal in the nature of DX. but on the whole 
conditions throughout the area appear to have been considerably 
better than in the prH•eding month.  The effects Of the terrific 
gale of January 28 art.. still very evident, particularly in No. 1 
District, where there appears to lx. a severe epidemic of what f 
might call " aerial-itis," practically every station being affected 
to sonic extent. 
I would wish to call the attention of all stati4,ais to the instruc-

tions laid down on page 14 of the %trill issue of thr BL'LLETIN 
regarding traffic notes.  if these instria twits are rigidly adhered 
to it will lighten enormously the work at this end.  Please see 
to it, ()M's, as the beginning of the month sometimes constitutes 
a nightmare for your A. M.  I shall probably issue to District 
Managers a special form for this purpose, and it will in all likeli-
hood be in your hands ere this issue reaches the printer. 
It is with regret that I have to announce the impending departure 

south of one of the No. I District stations. 6JS leaves this month 
for England, and below will be found his last report via Scottish 
Area HQ.  Let me have N-( )11 r new QRA, OM, and I will put you 
in touch with your new 1)1,Arict Officer. 
I am very glad to extend a hearty welcome to two new BRS 

members, Mr. Wilkie (HRS69). Alberdeen, and Capt. V. F. How 
(BRS71), St. Andrews.  Glad to have you, OM's. 
iiV the way, have von noticed the number of t! stations who are 

calling " CQ • Cie' " at present ? We are sure becoming popular. 
I am informed that there are at present two stations authorised 

to use the call-sign 2Bli, one in No. 3 District and the other in 
Northern Ireland, so that the only difference lies in the prefix, 
which please note. 
I have pleasure in acknowledging a visit from BRSO. 

NO. 1 District (by 2WL). 
STATION RI-.PORTS DV THE 5TH OM THE M ONTH. 

21:V. —This statical is now definitely transferred to 24, India 
Street, Glasgow.  Mr. Hay is seriously up against the aerial problem, 
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as practically all the aerial accommodation is taken up by the 
large aerial belonging to the Caledonian Vt'ireless College, of which 
he is one of the principals.  Presently a short vertical wire IS It. 
ong is in use, but as this k tuned to the fundamental on 45 metres, 
and runs parallel to the down lead of the large aerial at about 
10 feet from it. it is far from satisfactory_  A special aerial system 
for transmission of polarised waves on 2.3 metres is in course of 
COUtflh t 
2WL is " in bad " with the municipal authorities because of 

his aerial, %%hich crosses a thoroughfare.  It has to come down, 
and he is busy erecting one on the roof, the etTecti‘e hright of 
which will be about 10 feet.  Very little transmitting has been 
done, but several good reports have been reveived, R7 from )(STD!) 
(4 watt  !O and America on 3 watts (this in course of attempting a 
schedule with U1A( 117). A crystal has just been received, and %ill 
be put into cperation iminediately. 
51*G.  Just prior to changing his QRA, a little work was done 

with a very low power hook-up. and an R4 report wat received 
from GI when the input was just half a watt. 
t1JS has been experimenting vaith a new form of Hertz aerial. 

A series of tests are in prow (-FA wing three DEfib valves in parallel, 
and the efficiency appears to be greater than with valves of a lower 
impedance. 
IIMS has aerial trouble, being surrounded by 'phone wires and 

BCL aerials. 
ONX also reports aerial defects.  Cqn anyone explain the fol-

lowing ? When his AA registers pt 3 amps he receives good reports 
within 500 miles, but no DX.  On the other hand, when the AA 
gives a low reading, or none at all. DX is excellent.  How cum ? 
He has not managed to get his sigs arro  to U.S.A. this month, 
but European QS( 's have been numerous, also his signals are 
reported by N' K.- R. 
The following stations did not report  2rre 5YQ, and 

60W. 
No. 2 District 0)3P 61Z. 

STATION RFPORIS  :)111 of, liii MONTH. 
2VX has nothing to report. bizsine-,. QRM being too severe at 

present.  He is putting up a new stick, and also hopes to make use 
,of the A.C. mains which arlb available at his new QRA. 
4117. reports working the 1)anish ship OFT when ott the roast of 

.Greenland.  30 %vatts were used, and signals were reported " R7 
FB."  A number of new continentals have been worked. and out 
of 42 Q,Stfs 30 reportfrd RI  L Following a 'phone ti  14 reports 
were received from various parts of England.  A schedule has been 
begun with l':!Ar•l.. The aerial system has been changed from 
Hertz to a sin k' wire inverted " I.," but it is too early to say 
whether any imrrovement has been effected. 
6V( has been (Aperimenting with C.C., but provosts to go back 

to an M.O. circuit for a little by Wdy of %rariety.  No DX to weak 
of has been done. 
BRS69, in spite of the collapse of his aerial proper in the gale, 

had a very good month's reception on an aerial only eight feet 
high.  Ile reports rerertion of good signals from the Pacific and 
Indian Oceans.  Illness. howriver, spoiled the latter part of the 
month for him.  (QSA nw,  ?I 
The following stations did not report !-2JZ and OGQ. 

No. 3 District (by BRStio. 
Si '1l1N REPORTS DV  ru CM TIM NIoNlit. 

llt is now " tearing holes in the air " with his C.C. sigs.  He 
*1 not yet working at full pressure, but hop: s to do so soon. 
2SR hits begun C.C.  A crystal with a fundamental of 132 metres 

is placed aeros-i the grid circuit.  'I he transmitter is then tuned for 
control on third harmonic.  Tuning is by plate condenser and is 
very critical.  The load must bc kcpt steady, viz. : keying must 
not be done in the leak a_s the crystal will not jump in and out of 
oscillation in a hurry.  The key is placed in the counterpoise, but 
as this meth...1 brings spacing and marking waves too dose to-
gether, advit t 1.-• sought.  The above arrangement is felt to be 
crucli.  Mr. Shaip confewks to in5tiffirient skill to carry out the 
Colv,Irr metlywl.  DX consisted rif a 3-day f.cliethile with NTW R, 
who reported RI. R7 and R7.  A 3-day !la-Iodide with LIAA and 
LIAM.  7.4AA reported reception via  and Z4AM was heard 
by 21.1. giving 2SR R5-6. 
ZOO is now on -15 metre=. but working is confined to daylight 

hours.  Good reports have l_cen received, but it is disconcerting 
to find DC and RAC given for the .-tine transmission. 
(IRO has been QS0 " NE," and India twice during the month. 

He also reports that seven consecutive test (alk produced seven 
"  The eighth test failf-d and broke a remarkable 

sequence. Signal strength was reported  2-R4, and 2-R3. 
0(141 old Hand Gen 

—Bu-v at Varsity, but hooked a new member. 
BRs7L —A %\tikome newcomer to No. $ DiiaTict.  Captain How 

is available at any time on demand for QRV. 
The following stations did not report :— N W, fiWT and 6GN'. 

No. 4 District (by TF). 
STATION RI-PORTS BY TIM )11I oF THE MONTH. 
2TF.--Business QRM too severe for radio this month. 
21iFV.---()R W at Varsity. 
RSti2. —Dit 

ne v11101'614 stations did not report  511C and MP. 

Dutch Notes. 
Prepared by EnOCX. THIS is the first time that Dutch "hams" appear in the "Bt1.1.." 

-the cirtannstanres under which we arc experimenting over here 
are rather bad. Mardi has pro% ed to be a bad month, as again 

some of us have fallen victims of the mighty hands of the Post-
master-General.  But  are  we  downhearted ? No  Holland 
belongs to the few countries in Eltrope where transmitting is still 
forbidden, but, in ilite of that, there exists a heap of pirate traus-
ruitter%%  The most of their calls are Zero calls, a few having PC 
followed by a number. The calls begirming with P13 belong to 
licensed statiowz of distill t-clubs of the Dutch Society for Radio-
telegraphy (N.V.V.R.).  Those beginning with PA are stations at 
the laboratories of the Trdmical High School at Delft.  P0132 is 
the station of the technical school at Ha:irlem.  And last of all, the 
many commercial short-wave stations shiJuk1 not be forgotten : 
they are all working Dutch East and West Indies.  And now to 
amateur at-livi it.-- in this country :--
EnOWNI.  This is one of our star QRP stations working all 

Europe with an input of about 1.5 watts. 
EnOTH. —Also a QRP man, mac ing out f.b.  ‘Vorki-d once an 

American station with a little more than four watts. 
En0F3.- After te_4ting for a long time, this OM SUnceeded in 

working U.S.A. three times in one night.  Input 9 watts. 
En0Ce.—Is now rebuilding, but worked VS7X X on phone with 

1.7 watts. 
EnPC9.----What is the matter with your " crystal" set OM ! 

Does it perk now ? Good luck ! 
EnOWB.—Is now out of the game for a short time.  Hope you 

will be soon on the air again, OM! 
En0C1'.- t )111y finds tirne to work a fpw times a month_  Also 

with QRP about 7 watt g input.  His QRA is surrounded by Mi.'s, 
and hr is trying to get out on indoor aerials with same power. 
Already wi irliecl Frtnich 8SST and got a report from eg2BN-N. 

Irish Free State Notes. 
By 11B. 

0
 N uy one station hac. ti I f)rted this month ; we must do 
better next month, 4_,Ol'.". 
1113 has put up a Hertz aerial and was R3 with N W R on a poor 

night.  On his old aerial he has been QS0 YDCR six times during 
the pact two month.; and VACS once, and has been 145 in India -
1.b. OM . He ha' ; also worked Iceland three times, k5-t%, and 
Newfoundland twi< e. Re.  He has also a report from Canada of 
(IS.-1 sigs at 00.00 G.M.T. This is good work.  1113 has not been 
attempting much DX work. and has found conditions on the 
whole poor and very erratic.  Most of his time has been occupied 
with experimentti in • rystal control, the trouble being the very 
limited amount of 11.T. -current available from his M. L. anode 
converter, but it is hoped that he is now on a fair way to success 
Only one U station, lAC I, has been worked on 9 watts c.c., but he 
has been QS0 nearly all Europe on 7i watt.; r‘c. 

Channel Islands Notes. 
By („-t2LC. 

Gl'NERAI.conditions during February on short wave reception 
have been decidedly better than of late, and a marked improve-
ment was noticed during the last wk.ek. Some nights were peeu. 

liar, insomuch that some G stations were heard calling arta working 
as late as 22.30, and, on a few evenings, U.S.A. stations were 
heard coming in well at an early hour.  On 17th NI3AC was heard 
CQ-ing at 21.53, but in the middle of a CQ bi5 transmission • atne 
to an abrupt halt.  (Another valve, OM ?---G2lC).  A new QRM 
menace is a station giving five " M's " as his call, who is a full R9 
here on 44 metres, and who calls CQ. QRK - for over an hour at a 
time, giving " Heurieli Xmission jeudi, Vesidredi et Samedi -
9A10, 15A16, 21A22."  He uses Rect. A.C.  It is pleaeling to note 
the ever increa4,ing number of foreign stations using D.C., amongst 
which have been heard French, Danish, Italian, Swedish, Belgian, 
etc., and in one • a..,* •!rystal control!  More stations using the 
prefix U-F.A4 have tpueri heard, whose identity is still a mystery. 
Some vary it by LA, and one by EL; all call 4" test," and most of 
them use b.c.. though none ever seem to QS° anybody.  F.A4ED 
QSO'd I!: LEE ITAo on 21st—the latter is often logged calling" test" 
during daylight, w: do the other FA's, whkh, of course, points to a 
limit of range.  G6P11 has been the means of enrolling several 
new members ti' the T. & R. on the mainland (F.B., OM. —G27C). 
1:8,17. has been putting out excellent folic, and many G stations 
might copy his identification system.  He whistles hi5 call, on one 
note, in more, thus making it clear to everyone, no matter of 
what nationality. 

TRAFPIC RKPORTS. 
G5GW is still at Portsmouth (QRA, H.M.S. Excellent) doing a 

cOurse, and is not on the air. 
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51VZ not being " active," has nothing to report. 
VC, on QRP, is getting such good QSB reports, that he hesitates 

about crystal control, which had been seriously thought of.  On 
$ watts he worked his first U. on 22nd. at 21.28 (3rd Dist.), being 
given R4, pure es vy stedi D.C.  Other new countries worked 
were Lsthonia, Atztria, Finland, Newfoundland and Balearic 
Islands, on 8 watts, and Yugo-Slavia was also worked on the 
same input.  Swedust, Denmark, France, Belgium, and Lngland 
have been worked on from 0 to 4 watts.  2Z(*. is colle4.ting data 
•ori directional blindspotting on 45 metres, and asks anyone who 
works him to pay particular note as to QRN, QSS and WX.  Input 
is always given from 2ZC during ()SO. 
Since the last BuLLLTis appeared, both Sweden and Ireland 

have been raised several times, though why this should suddenly 
happen 6 a mystery. 
6HZ is still erecting his station at his new QRA, IT1d has nothing 

to rkiptirt. 
111: and 60X have not reported.  (Please let me have something. 

French Notes, 
By 1:: FsPY . 

THE " big boy " SJN is not %cry at.tive 
diAng some useful work on 5 ineti-ti. 
( )ur best DX station i-1 AQI: r, who has done splendid work ; 

he was recorded R41 ill Australi.t on 33 metres, and was QS0 
SPOO.A ol Lima. 
8YOR II .i%% worked several statii Ins of the Oth distrirt t .S.A., 

being re• . p.rd Ri--6. 
British members arc spvcially asked to look after the sigs of 
41:1Z. 
One of our DX-breakers, SKI:, is leaving France for the States, 

where he expects to got some useful hints on crystal control (till 
now. thrrr is not a single Fr•-nch station using it). 
SFI has had a system giving the same tone as r. c. without 

crystAl, and with the same acuteness and steadiness. 
Std was received in Canada R7, using no aerial and no earth. 

$G/. wants to know " steady " hams for schedules, beim; under-
stoe •41 these hams to be at le,i-t 4,000 miles away. 
In the QR1) ii.', S‘'Vl f was received R4 in Berlin, input 0.56 

watt. 
4 WI was QS0 off, a ship between Gretnland and Iceland : he 

got a report of R4 whrii 111:,1 input was 1.5 watt. The same ham made 
a test on an indoor aerial, QRH 2(1 metres, input 2, 2 watts, and got 
a report lid from SMSV. 
Thtrc is in Fraive a strong rush towards the 5-metres band. 
The R. II. F.( Rt'fseau des 1-....ttietteuN Franc-AO organises a new SA •: (ion 
for it.  .Nre ready for the job . Slit:. 8CT, $ _IN,  Any " G " hant 
interested in it must stlid hi i QR. to SPY or the R. E. F. for d..ita 
on the test,.J. (receiving anti trinsinitting).  Note that all corie-
spon(ence for R.E.F. is QSR'ed through courtesy of the T. & R. 
Section. 
On the reception side, we can note good reeeptical of the Wes4ern 

districts of the U.S.A. 1,112,SS got 601 and 0131.F at 07.30; 81., I s;iys 
he got thirtern des and 7's in a tew days, 
735 es best of lurk to all of you. 

he ciiiiti-mplates 

Danish Notes. 
Itl- 1)7MT. 0 stationsNLY few of our  have worked  thismonth, and we  

are going to Start a transmitter dub for expurrimenters. but 
information about this will first reach the May issue of the 

- Brut.," 
7BL) has worked a lot of different tations and has received a 

report from AiDCR and this with raw AC (Naughty boy. —En. !) 
713.1 is doing laboratory work %lib quarts, crystals.  H e  has 

nothing to report. 
7BX has been on the air on Saturday nights and has done some 

DX work, having worked AiDCR •-veral times with input down to 
3 watts.  He has also been QS() U.S.A. $everal tinws with good 

Max. input 27 watt-. 
v, QR W and is very rarc-1 on the air.  Ile is nriking a new 

H T. supplv and hock"; soon to work with about 70 watts pore 1)C ! 
71:j his received a report from AiDCR and works now with 

AC ! Ili ! (Hope he copies 71: W. —En. !). 
7V0 (Faroe Islands) is rather regular on the air after 2'2.00 G.M.T. 

He has worked NLT-IBKE ; one of his masts fiTs got cracked in a 
storm. 
7MT is now also QR W ani alsn rarely works  Ile has workol 

N 1 ...21() and _NiDCR with an input of 13 watts, but he tin& that 
the " five watter " works just as well and has now (IRP'd again, 
and has later worked DCR with 6.7 watt: he fluids that DCR is a 
" loeal DX " for Denmark (41ti 5,(N041 miles.  Hi !).  It seems to 
Ix a wonderful receiving aerial he use;.. The whole of Europe tells 
him that his QRK are just the same on this little aff lir as on the 
big.  Please observe data on tag. QSL cud, awl you will wonder ! ! 
FIM has now changed his transmitter QRA and transmits 

cy:fasionally with about 100 watts i,..-w, here from Copt-onIngen.  He 
this worked several nu stiti.ins. 

JAPANEsL  l I luN  WANTS SCHEDULE. 

To the Editor of T. & R. But.t.i:Tix. 
DrAR Silt,— I have !KWH asked by Radio DCR. of Rawalpindi, to 

forward the following mc'ssage to British amateurs and would be 
glad if you could mind room for it in the Br t_i_t.riN. 

:  v. 
"  KZ11, Japan, tests on 3$ inetrys on Tuesdays, Thursdays 

and Fridays. OSM0 to 13.00 (.M.T. : also tests on 20 metres. 
Schedules wanted.  QR0 ; 504) watts. 

(signed) KZB." 
I have since discovered the full addre*,.  KZB i as follows :— 
Mr. final  Researeh Lab)ratory, l'okyo [let-trie Co., Kawa-

saki, near Yokohama, Japan. 
Yours faithfully. 

E. Mi-.•.‘w. 
(Radio 

Arden. Fortwilliam Drive, 
Belfast. 

Calls :Heard. 
New Sche me to encourage World- Wide 

Interest. 

Contributors Please Note. 

For some time pa4 we helve considetred the question 
as to how the ucefulness of " Cults Heard " can be 
enhanced.  The number of lists submitted has in-
creased so considerably that we have been complelled 
to make the following decision :-

1. In future no Call.s Heard emanating from " G " 
stations or which have their origin with members 
residing in the Briti.41 Isle will be published. 

2. Instead, our Calls Heard columns are open to 
Foreign amateurs only or those in the Dominions. 

3. Those British members or members resident in 
the British Isles who hare lists of Calls Heard which 
they desire to be published will render amateurs a 
service by communicating them to members abroad 
saying what they wish.  A number of contributors 
to Calls Heard who handle such lists will be found in 
back numbers of the BULLETIN.  Select the Q.R.A. 
which is best .for your list and send it to (lust member. 

4. In return we a.sk Foreign members or others 
who receive Calls Heard from our members to exchange 
their lists of " G " Calls Heard with them for publica-
tion in the BULLETIN.  No Calls Heard received direct 
from the source of origin  be pubh shed. 
5. All  s heard should be headed with name, 

station and Q.1?..-1. and nothing else should appear 
on the sheet except the Calls Heard which should be 
in BLOCK capitals and numbers and arranged under 
the various Internalional Prefixes. 

6. Ire will publish the Q.R.A. of any menber 
resident abroad who can get British lists published. 

E.-‘ WY. PY, (iP. AK,  MM, AB, I!, 1..S.  1.11-1---3xx.  A2 
H5, MC. 4%1', ki, 4Q(j. \ 33. K44, OS, P7, P2, 4AR, Z1, 4XS, 

ICB, 4AA, BI, 'Ls, W1, 116,  /.9, 033. CO.  IQ —Irv. 
ED-7zg, 7ci., 71k, 7bx, 7gn. 7101. 7zrn. iss. 7jo, 7di.  EE.Eari, 

earI8, ear19, ear2dt car2S, ear48, ear53. ear54, ear55. EF-
8jj. 8mni, Sam, 81a, Seo, Swr, $it, 8jc, Ski), Svv.8ca, Sif, sfy. 
8th, tijn, 8jr, ski, 8jz, sku, Sict, Spx, Mu. 8itf, 8 ji  8yy, Spin, 
Sef, Rfl, Sr',  Abf. tipj, Asnt, Sic, Mr. SN1X. Sim, Ricci &rt. srcc, 
stko, $fj1, sren. Ssst, /*qui.% swel, Saki, Sabc, star. gYnb, 8yor, Sgob, 
$yec.  Srld. Spruir, ?pain, 8oqp $bbu, $flm, S W M11 . 8jrk, 
sger, 8r-fi. Ship. *flu, SIgd, Svvd, 8brii, Sppii. 8dri, !tjari, 
1-:1-1-20c.  El-- lee, tax, 1pl, leh, lay. lgw, inn. laii. luvz, 
Idi, ldr, hr.  I J-7dd, 7ww, 7mm.  EK--4jk, 4wl. 4xe, 4xy, 
4wm, 4xu, 4hl. 4sah, 4nah. 4c1, 4adi, 4abr, 4xr, 4atir, 4dba. 
4au, 4abl, 4gd,  4auk,  'ij  l ink, lqrt, 41d, -Iwo, 4ka, 
Idhs, 4ael, 4:4a. Iuwr, 4dka, 4kb!.  LL  IX, 1e, 1., lo, It. if. 
I: M—sinyg. stntn, sinus, smsh, sinia, sin Vs, slunk, sjnuv, smwr, smua. 
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EN--opm, ost, ocmx, ohb, owi, odg, pc68, ogm, pat), ovn, owr, 
oth. oko, ofk, oflx, opz, (HI M.  P-laj, lao, lay, lac, 

2nd, 7nb.  LT -tpai, 2xa, kezl.  NU -lchr, 
lbux, laah, laik, laqi, lavr. lavf, lair, laur, lasr, Icaw, ibhm, 
lcjc, lejj, 1c3fg, leen, lbrid, lay!, lajx, lbfx, 1141, laen, laao, 
laxa, lad, lamp, lsbz, laur, lbdx, laal, lain, lal, Ibpx, 

laxx. lain, late, imp, lailiit. laac. lxani. lcs.. lbhs, lbft, 
lafj,  Icst, laff, lblw, lbcw, lage, lad], 1ptw, laga, 

lcmx, lbez, labz, lafr, lair, lawe, un, lmf, lbgs, 11)41w, 
labia. ml, lxin, Imp, lch, .1di, lkk, linv, lye, Idd, lkf, lrn, lcb, 
lyb, lic, lav, in, 1rd, lex, lbz. lab, lql, lgp, un, lga, lag, Ira, 
linr, 11j, .1d1, les, lgi, lhj, lwz, 62ava, 2ayw.2cyx, 2beo, 2akz, 2buy, 
2agw, 2avr, 92ast, 2ahm, 2ary, 2cdr. 2cvg, 2bhs, 2aas, 2ayk, 2ago, 
2ann, 2atil, 2c‘j, 2acy, 92cyh, 2apd, 2arrn, 2cuq, 2agu, 2cch, 2ejd, 
2.xaj, 2amj, cdg, 92cur, 2ahe, 2bur, 24.xl, 2aori, 2ahp, avw, 42cpo, 
2apg, 2bbi, 2b1m, 2azk, 2evs, 2bzo, 2aub, 2ase, 2cns, 2apitt, 2bbx, 
Gibaa, 21e. •)titn, 2bm,  md, 2sw, 2riz. 2e1), 2cc, 2u0, a)aa, 2ha, 
2sb, 2dy, 2or, 2.kx, 2dh, 92fo, 92xa, 2tb, 211k. 21t, 2tp, 2sf, 21z, 2ga, 2xg, 
2gk, 2pv, 2ch, 3ax, 3rw, 3jt, 3pf, 3e1), 3ue, 3ps, 3dw, 3gp, 3ut, 3jn, 
Sjo, 31)n, 3kr, 3111, 3hg, 31k, 3rf, 3gw, 3411), 31d, 3zw, 3hx, 3nik, 3cc, 
3ce, 3gi, 31q, 3uk. 3gg, 3py, :it, :3nr, 3bhy, 3any, 31wa, 2ajt, 3ahl, 
3add,  bv. 3bwt, 3bms, 3t-ch, 3afw, &k], 3cab, 3anr, 4jo, 4oy, 4aac, 
4km, 4nr. 4gp, 4gz, 4we, 4ak, 411, 4(ti, 4ft, 41z, 4ck, 4if, Thy, 4wj, 
4nb. 4ry. lob. 4dd, 4rn, 4rm, Sva, 5q1, 5kt-, 5zai, 711a, Saly, 
8bja, 8cnh. Sbau, 8bwu, 8don, Sbgi, Sabz, Srhk, 81)zu, Scot, 

8adg, &Ian, 8dci, Sbbw, Sane, 8bbe, 8xeu, sakv. Saul, zsatic, 
Rut. Skj, Sew. Srh, 8vx, 81j, Sli, 841g, 8g7, Sxe, Sac, 9cyx, tibtr, 9aoj, 
9bp1), Debt, 9bht, Oaxb, Oeys, 9dzx, 9bix, 9day, 9dkc, 9dcg, 9arn, 
9cpni, teeey. Onk, Obe, 9a, Uxi.  Oey, ten. NC -lad. Ida, hid, 2be, 
2bg,3kp.  NE -Srg.  NI -3ag. NJ -2px, 21c. NM --cy, hw, tj. 
NQ-5az, 8kp.  N R-c to.  OA- de,  5wa,  74.-w, 7dx.  ()D 
pk9.  OP-lau.  OZ--21)r. sac, 2xa, 3ae, 3ar, laa, 4ain, 4ao. 
4ar.  AF-lb, lava.  Al- -dcr.  Sos. tiyx, $jo, Slily, 
/Vita.  FO--A4Z.  SA- -bal, lid-I, bg8, !  enS, 411.12.  SB-1 tin, 
11)e, law. lib, Ibr, lar, lag, lak, lad, lal, lay, I be, laf, 2ag, 2atily 
21g. 2av, 2,au, 2ak, 2ax. 5aa, 21d.  SC -2as, 2b1, cnwi. 
led, I ak, lfb.  5zy, tija, Snj.  GC -6js.  
P-9ab.  S- -ktr.  Various-PKIL oCRt.7. SI.I.A, X0,  TA W, 
NE L, FITE,  vps. sws. N 98 x. Lw . 
1G5), GLKY, ulJL, LGN. OXZ, WKR, 11:S. ()Ch M, RAZ, 
KFQZ, RXY, DXS. WIZ.  Heard during February. 1927 -P  QSI. 
for full details to A. S. Wit.LiAlisos (BRS26). 106, RnAldale Road, 
Meen:bro()k, Shottield. 

CALLS HEARD DURING JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1927. 

1*.S,A. -lauc, lach, ladn), laao, lair. lasf. law, lbke. I bkr), 
lch, lcue, *lcaw, 14-r, 1dg, °Wm, ldi, lga, Ihr, 111), ha, lie 
• 11j. linv, luny,  •lon, lrf, elry, lye, lvz, lwl, lyaw.  •111, 
2anij, 92agt, 2ahni, 2css, 24-tf, 2crna, 2db. °2tp- 3arm, 3ahl, 3ay, 
3cn, 3hg, 3rs, 3gp, 3j0, 3ka. 300.  4ak. 412. 41)y, 4tk, Sam, Sacg, 
Sari, Satig, Shx, Sit, France-.4tabe, 8adg, Sag, 841, *-n, 8raz, 8di, 
8ddh, Sdd, 8jf, 8jj, Six, Skil, kz Smul, Suqp, Rprl, Sri, Stis, 
Srld, tivx, Sxu.  Brazil-laf, lag. laa, law. 1br. lbc, ldd, lgw, 
2ad, 2ar, 2arn, 2.ig, 4aa, 5aa.  Argentina-DW4, 111)4, m;. I )115, 
(TBS.  Germany -lab, 4acy, 4mca, 4sa, 4vah. 4wd.  Hnlland - 
()CO, COG, 01 N. M k, OPUL.  4y7, Os. Ir. 1%6. 
Sundry Calls--S1:1C1). SU2.AK. SC2AS, EA1(50, 11GW, II Vlii;, 
FNIsI)D, FNISUT, FN1.\ST, FNI8JU, FAt4VX, FASJO, FOA6N. 
LA1X, UlACDA, L1NU, PI1XR,  1113K, NJ2PZ, 
'NE XT, •NN4 WE, 1 PAL ARSLHA, ER1BLA  P2AF. ANK, 
ANF, 9AXG, W U., RJ  hXZ. C1-111., CLK\  SPW, 
SGT. SSM W,  SMUK, SMYG, VIZ.  Logged by BRSIO, W. H. 
TALHoT SMITH. 16. Farman Road, Coventry. 

'Indicates below 23 inctrfs. 

British stations logged and reported on by request.  A good card 
is waiting for you, O.M. 

13.S.A. -laal, law), hit, lath, ladm, ladp, fall, lagc. lahb, 
lakm, lalj. lair, laof, lagi, lara, lauc, laur, lavd, lavf, laxx, 

lbhi., 1b1m. Ibik, lbkp, thop, Ibux, lcd, lck. lcmf, lcmx, Idi, lga, 
lie, lin, ljn, lkk, linv, Ing, lgl, 1rd, lyp, lxm, 2acz, 2aev, 92agp, 
2agx, 2ahm, 2ajx, 2akk, 2amp, 2any, 2aol, 2agw, 2a111), 2avr, 2awq, 
qaxt, 2ats. 2bat, 2bax, 2bbx, 2bt•k, 2ber, 21)in, 2bur, 2cbg, 2ciirn, 
2k-s, 2cuz, 2cvr, 2czr, 92dg, 2dy, 21c, 2.ff. 2gx, 2he, jn, 2kx, 2ki. 211111, 
2TLZ, 20r, 2sc, 2tf, 2uk, 3ahi. 3aliw, 3ajt, 3aii, 31)gj, 3lowj. 31)wt, 
3cdh, 3cds, 3cdy, 3cj, 3gp, 3gY, 3qw, 340,, 4ak, 4gz. 4ij, 411, 44)1), 
4rm, 4ry, 4th, 4tz, 5jd, 5jf, 5oa, 5q1, 56, 5zay, fled, 6jii, 7ek, 71m, 
8adg, 8afq, Salo, Saly, Sax, Saxa, Say!, Sae),  bau, Sbbe, Shen, 
Sbk, 8bou, 8bww, 81) 0. 8byii, Kam, Sec, Scck, Sens, 8exj, 8djh, 
Mon, 8kw, Swo, 8sf, Eiwk, svd, pack, Darn. Daus', Davi, Mi. 9btle, 
9brc, 9cau, Wpm, Den, 9day, 9dba,_9do, Odr. 9dxz, 9rkr, Deli, Sikd, 
91z, 9niti, 9so, 9xi.  Canada-1 ar, Ida, ldg. 2be, 3bt, 3jiii.  India -
ACS.  2.tx.  Chirta -11VA, XO, AF113,  japan-- JES, JV. 
AuAtralia-2by, 2yx, 3dc, 3wm, 3xo, 5ax, 74:w, 7th.  Ntiw Zealand 

2bg, 2br. 2bx, 3a1, 3aj. 4aj, 4am, 4ao.  East Indies-ANF, 
AND, A.NE, PM!, PK9.  South Africa -A3B, A3W, A3Z, M L, 
A4X, A4Z, A51), A50, A5X. A51., ASP.  Central America -
MlAA, XC51, Nj2PZ, ND, 1-11K.  Brazil-laa, lab, lad, laf, 
lak. la], lag, tar, lay law, lbr, lbv, lib, 2af, 92ag, 2ar, 92au, 

2ax, 2ig. 5ws, 5g1, sq4, CIT, SN1.  Argentine-BA1, DW4, ENS, 
FC6,  111)4.  Uruguay -lfb,  2ak.  Chile-9221s.  Miscellaneous--
GI:UP, ISL, KTC, KUMT. NAA. NI:NV, RXY, WVC, ET2XA, OP, 
3A(.. -(BRS3). 
20 V 

Great Britztin -G  -2ag, 2ay, 24-10, 2gy, 2hti. 2nh. 20q. 2or, 21j°, 
2rg, 2Yr, 2wj, 2xy°, &ad, 5by, 5dc°, 51b, 5tik, 5k.r. Ii,5nx, 5ina, 
5kh, 5jw, 5ky, 5ing, 5gv, 5ym, 5yk, 5up, 511w,  5zg, Mr°, 

6bd, 6fa, 6yq, sip, 61r, 6ug, 6js,  fink, 6rw, alt. 611, 6uz,'„ 
GC--43nx, Oko, tijs, 2se.  5nj,  5wd, 5ino, 5zy°, l‘mus. 
6ja, 6a1, tSwg, 6yw.  (3'V -11b. 18b, 14b, 3nz.  France.  1._F - 
8jj, Sbo, Mud, sku. Swi, sger, skin. Sfo. Sky, 8kp. 8wd, 8rg, 
Sod, 8xii, Sxiiy, 8r1d, FM, Say.  Italy, El -lab. lay, ice, lcn, ldr, 
ley, lgw, tun.  Belgium, E13-V33, N33, Z33, W I, Igg. 4co, 44.1), 
4ww, 47.z. 4a1, 4yz, tik.  Holland, EN -" 0," PM.  0 " FK, " () 
ST, PCMM, PCRR  Spain. LE-AR44, AR42, AR2S, ARfl;, ARA. 
Austria, EA - Z, AK, GP.  Germany, EK--4abf, lua, 4gd. 

NII-lbzo, ldiu, lang. Ird, lbhm. laur. 2.agn, ago, 2cyj, 
921-s, 2ps. 2baa. 2t)gi, lens, e2aff. 2azk, 2vo, 2uni, 2vm, 2bm, 2bk. 
2ags, 2aky. 3fd, 3bn, 3bh, 3tr, 41a, 40vti, 4tu, 7eb.71K-q, 8bh. 8afq. 

KDKA,  2XAF.  2X1-). Misrellaneote---D7BI,  EPIAE. 
lA W, LLIT1B, ETSBR, PAI, Ejr7W W, NM1AYS, NC1AD, SD, 
2AR. ES11'1", X4(J4, FEIBM, SMST, IRCL. 1,A1R, 01Y1), 
SMSH. 

° Indicates fonee 

On 0--V- -1 Reinartz.  Between .2.-V7 es  -2 7.  MR, QS1., 
0.M.'s, TNX. -C. 13. CLEELAND (2AX0). 

India -Al, A( S. 1)C .  French IndoChina-.AF.1 B.  Australia 
-OA. 3I3Q, SAX, 71)X. South Africa - M. A4F. AsP, Canada--
NC. 2GB,  U.S.A. -NU. lila, lkk, Ite, 2cyx, 4ot), Sadg.  Russia 
-R, lOra.  Brazil-SB, lal, laq, lar, ha, lib.  japati -JES, 
Jaya-HOD,  Sundries- W, 2sw, NE8, KG, KELP E. 7ac, 

imin, KTC. EF, 1111'.  Calls heard during February on ON-1 
received by 1..Awamici  PARRy, Iflt, Church Road, Moseley, 
Birmingham. 

Calif; heard at G2X V. Dreember 1. 1926 it. I •Iiruary IT,. 14.127; 
30-50 mores on 0-V-- 2. NU-larntl, 1 az, laxa. 
11.h, laap, laar, lbkp. 11j, lbke, lziqt, lunif, led, lath», 2.k-vs,  

2agn, 2cka, 2fo, 2cyx, 2a11111. 2ahm, 341n, 3na, 3ue, 3bwt, 4af, 
41b, 5kc, 6inu, Ska. 8pae, Oxi, UAA7.  SB-lib, lac, lax, laq, 
114. lak. 2,ag, 2as, 5a1).  OZ-2ak, Ur, 3ar, 4ac, 4ar.  0A -2,ha, 
2n". 241y, 3xo.  Various MI:, SPMR. F.ASJO, FI'lAj. SA, FC6, 
Y2A K. -Cf. A. jrAPi s, Gt. ShrIff);(1. (-anti's.. England (12.XV), 

England.  csttcc, g2kf, g21z, fawn.  g2w1, g2xv, g2xy. 
?2v1, g2sa, hanti, g2sw, gi2it, g5by, g5db, g5htg, g5kc?, g5gy, 

gitz. g51f, g5fg. g5nia, g5wq, g5uw, ghat's, gi511j, O W, g6tiz, 
gnat). O W. g6kk, gtiko. gfflj, garp, ginmu.  I:rant-v. -P*8(a, f8ct, 
f8fj, fSgi, f8gm, fShu, f$ip, f8jn, f8k1. 1Sku, iSmn. WI), ISix, f8jf. 
Wm, f8xm,  fSfii, fSfr, fgmco, fSnitil,  f8tby, fStuv, 
f8tis,  fScax, fSycir, fAgrt, fSrbp, f8artii. f)hp, frwtti, fintima, 
fintimb.  Others.-Ilau. ilco, iler, ilgw, ilma, ilrtn, day, urn, 
ilee, ilna. ildr. laix, s2co, smtn, sad, sfv, si1, sgc, nowt% npck4, 
nofp, noltb, ear4i. ear6, car2S, 1•2. b.41aa, ti6m, b-5, 1)1;33, b4zz, 
bh5, b4yz, b4rs, 134aa. k4inc, k4inua. ktc, k4xyk, k4yar. 112n-, SW. 
rnm, oki, t4, piaj. Oaf. 0.1z, p113ab,  H. HARRis " West• 
hook," 56. Mititare Avenue, Enfield, N. Sydney, Aui•tralia. 

Calls heard by R. J . DRUDGE-COAT  Radio AiDCR Rawalpindi 
India, January-February, 1927.  Reinartz 0.Val :-England. -
G-2dx. 2vr, 2kz, 2c.c, 2gy, erg, 2od, 21z, 2xp, 2jv, 2gm, Sby, 5hx, 
5wg, 5uw, 5dh, 5rna, 5fg, Sup, 5xy, 5v1, Syv. 51f, Sad, 5gq, 5tz(ciiie), 
ISnz, Mal Obr, 61x1, 07.m, Oycl.  Seotland- -GC -92sr, 2w1. 5nw, 
Oko, 614w.  Ireland. -GI--5wd. finiu(fone), &id  Free State. . 
W -11 t, 18b. Australia.---A -2yi, 2rt. 2ins, 2n,o, 2y1, 2ij, 2tin, 3111, 
:tat, 3dc, 3my, 3ot, 3n1), 3vp, 3al, 3bg, 3px, 4an, 5kn. 5bg, 5hg, 
bja, 51f, bar, tiag(fone), 6sa, 6mu, 7dx, 7c-w, 71a, 7cs, 7bg, 71g. 
Bylgium. -B--Irs, 4ar, K44, v33, bl.  Denmark.-D-7mt, 71j. 
7zni, 71)x, 7bd, dust:, doxz.  France. -F-8ei, Sgi, Sul, 8bz, Sjj, 
Shp, tiger, Syor, Sudi.  Germany. -K--4adb, 4adi. 4yae, 4yab, 
4aca, 4sar.  Holland.-N---41pni. Ogg, Oaf. pb7a. ()az.  Italy.--
I-Ice, lbw, lila, lbd.  lsr, kzb.  Java, - EI -
pkl, pk9.  Philippines. -P1 -1hr, lbd, Sac, 3ab, 7ou, wutc, wilaj. 
Russia. -R-11111, 2wd, rot  Sweden.--SM -tn, uk, uy, yj, fp, 
xr, yg, sktr. sic.  South Africa. -0-a31. a3a. all, a4z, a5x, lsr, 
ktc.  U.S. A. -U-laao, 2ath, 3 vj.  94-pu, wiz.  Nliscel-
laneous Europeati. -Br5aa, Oelik, Oekl, Oeke, Oeth, s2nrn, s211d, 
s7nb, Lair, la-lx, tpai,  cs2yd, cs2un, gf3.  Asia. -14111, sstse, 
jin3ab, kfsx, kdgi, a‘.1bk. ft-AeIns fiSfo.k, bib, briskl, btisk2, wuat, 
ora. 
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--Iaba, 1ajm, lakz, larnd, laox, latj, !big, Ibux. lbym, 
lbyv, lcaw, kit), lcmp, lru. ihu, lie, Ili, 140, 1rd, 1yb, 1z1, 2ahtn, 
2amd, 2aol, 2apa, 2gk, 2gp, 2jn, 2nz, 2tp, 3ds, 3j0, (6%7).  ?lacy, 
80hc, 8ahj, 8ail, Saj, tialy, garg, 8axa. Sax. Siccr, 861 (SICHX). 
Canad —lar. ldj (FM8ay).  All above heard between February 6 
and February 28.  (BRS3.) 
Calls heard at 13RS34. February I to Marf-sh 5 :-1.7.S.A. —Nty 

ltd, lwf, 1abn, 1abz, laof, 1asu. laur, lay), taxa. !ails, 
lbv1, lice, lcjr, lcki, lrkp, hint, 'rug, 2agn. zags, 2apd, 
2bzo, 2rniu, 2xaf, 3bw, 3gp, 3jo, 3pf, 3b41j, 3bwq, 4dd, -Ind, 4km, 
-lob, 4re. 8ru, ly, Mania, 84.•kh,  9cpm, 9ocx, wik, wiz, 
kdka. Brazil.—S13—lak, lal, lar, lay, 2412, 7ab. Bilgian Congo— 

England. —(,. 2.ay, 4241- • 24'S.  ::41)  2 0  2un, 2wj, 21j, 
2xy, 5au, 5dh, 5dc 6.5f(1,5gti,5gu,5f1, 5iv,5jw, 5ku, ikz, 
5td, 5up, 5uw 6, 5wq, 50, :iyk, 5yx, Obd, 6dr, 6fa, 6ja, Oia, 6ry, 
Out,  Ovp.  Scotland.—GC—tSiz,  Ireland. —GI  
5rno, 6ruu.  GW —I lb, 18b.  France.  I I- -4kiv, std. ggi. *40. 

8sm, Stw, 8ut, Syy, sesp, sflin, Agdr.  swe1,  fw. 
w1, z33.  ', 4k.  11•:_illand. 

IN --olib, oly, our, pcium,  rr, pg•tt.  (gcrinany.- - LK --4sa,1w1, 
,1‘k, 4114, ldba, luak, 4uau, aa.:1).  Poland.- --ET  Pai  Luxem-
burg.— LX  lax.  Ix.  Igw. Spain , 
LE  earn!,  ar28.  Vat ious. Su.  I v, bs'2, la. lor.- - 

RItS34. —ALFRED III NI- • 81, Chatworth Road, Wt--.:t Bridgford, 
Notts. 

Correspondence, 
Instructions to Correspondents. 

We are always glad to hear from member.  Corres-
pondence published in these columns should be written 
clearly on one side of the paper and marked " For 
Publication." 
All correspondence: should be addressed to the 

Editor, T. & IL BULLETIN, who reserves the right to 
refrain from publishing any material which is larking 
in general interest or for other reasons. Correspondence 
for publication will not be acknowledged. 
Correspondence must be kept reasonably brief. 

Jet 

IPA 
d11,11J L.1.1 Liii 111.11i IPA gikt @IA tlikaVA LII 

I 0 the Editor of T. 8c R. 111.71.LE-rm. 
U2I3V is anxious to get QS0 with G hams; he is on the air 

most nights, and wel(ornes reports where he cannot get QS0. 
Yours faithfully, 

W. M. !Atom (1311S64). 
:17, High Street, Aberystwyth, Vales. 

" BACKWASH " FR0M WIZ. 
To the Editor of T. & R. Bin. 

Whibt working C21:0 last night, he asked 
to members who use 45 metres, to keep well 
too low, and he says the " backwash " from 
causes lots of trouble on reception of many 

P. 
49, Carson Road, Dulwich, London, S. E.21 

LET/N. 
me to pass the word 
up to 45.  Many are 
WIZ is terrific, and 
I.'s. 
73's, 
joiissopi (G5IS). 

NIIS TSE OF CALL LE-TIERS. 
10 the Editor of T.& R. BULLETIN. 

Would Voll be good enough to insert a note in the BULLETIN 
that some unkind person 1, icing my call sign.  I have received a 
number of QS1, rank repirting On transmissions of 45 and 33 
metres under my call sign. So far thib year I have not been trans-
mitting below 98 metres. 
Thanking you. 

Yours sincerely, 
C. W. ANDREWS (2T1 11 

26, MelisIv Road, ‘Vatidsworth Common, S.W.  
(EDIrmes Non:.  See our comments on Mr. Woixlcork's letter 

elsewhere) 

MIS-USE OF CALL LETTERS. 
lo the Editor of T. & R. BU.LLET1N. 

I should like to call attentil in to the fact that some unauthorised 
person or Eve rSOEIS continue to use my call letters; and QSL cards 
reporting my supposed Ira missions on various wavelengths never 
used by my station arrive persistently. 
It is certainly time something was done to put a permanent 

QRT on these unauthorised transmitting stations. 
Yours faithfully, 
T. WOODCOCK (600), 

(A. Rad. A., T. & R. Section R.S.G.B., A.R. R.I..) 

SELECTED BOOKS FOR MEMBERS. 
ALTERNATING CURRENT WORK: by A. SHORE, A.M.I.E.E.  163 pages, 86 diagrams, 7 illustrations.  Price 316 net, 

post free 3i9. 
ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY: by S. J. WILLts. 

182 pages, 120 illustrations.  Price 5,'- net, post free, 516. 
ELEMENTARY PHYSICS, SELECTED STUDIES IN : A Handbook for the Wireless Student and Amateur: by E. BT-AKE, 

A.M.I.L.E.  176 p_ages, 43 diagrams and illustrations.  Price 5/- net, post free 5/3. 
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRIC FlY FOR HOME STUDY.  50 graded lessons.  515 pages, 224 diagrams.  Price 6/-

net, post free 6,11. 
OSCILLATION VALVE: The Elementary Principles of its AppLication to Wirelez:s Telegraphy  by R. D. BANGAY.  Price 

(1/- net, post free 63. 
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS (the only Book published on the subject).  Price 5/- net, post free 5/6. 
CALCULATION AND MEASUREMENT OF INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY: by W. 1.1. NorratoK, B.Sc.  Price 7/6 net 

post free, 8,?-. 
RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK: by P. R. CovitsEv, B.Sc. (Eng.), F.Irtst.Phys., A.M.I.E.E.  Price 3,16 each 

net, post free 310 each. 
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHIST'S POCKET-BOOK OF NOTES, FORMUL/E, AND CALCULATIONS: by J. A. FLEMING, 

M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S., NI.I.E.E.  352 pages, 7i x 5e ins, 39 diagrams and illustrations.  Price 9/- net, post free 9/8. 
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY: by H. M. Dowsurr, A.M.I.E.E. 331 pages. 305 diagrams and illus-

trations.  Price 9f-, post free 9/5. 
WIRELESS VALVE TRANSMITTERS: The Design and Operation of Small Power Apparatus: by W. JAMES. 270 pages 

and over 210 figures and plates.  Price 9/- net, post free 9/6. 
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK A Manual of Amateur Short Wave Radiotelegraphic Communication: by F. E. 

HANDY, A.R.R.L.  Price ii!-• post free 
1..I_ENII? NTS  NADI()  N 114.1N : fly 41. F. BROWN.  216 page.  IJri(e  p(Nt tn-e 11 

Order your Books fro m the Sales Department "T. & R. Bulletin." 

We Can supply all British and Foreign Books to order.  The above is merely a list of books which 
we have selected as being thoroughly sound and suited to the needs of the amateur. 

Help us to help you.  Fuy your Books and Stationery through this service which has been inaugurated for your benefit. 

TER MS: CASH WITH ORDER.  No Trade Terms allowed. 

Address your snquiries to— 

SALES DEPARTMENT, " T. & R. BULLETIN,"  isco ct ire, tay o Gtr reeeat i t  W n 

'Ig;K:1Z101.‘;1;;IZIX' -  .  
E I Ci . L : Z ; Wil a l l a g U wr NOI  W  '10. ,NEr  mor •■••  W •  W WI N W, ,= W 

LI M UMW 
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Santos, 8, George Street, Bridlington, E. Yorks. 
(Eptioit's No m-- We agree, but we know of no way of stopping 

this nuisance—even the publishing of this letter will merely make 
the station change the call s(gn, and he will then use somebody 
else's!) 

RUSSIAN TESTS. 
To the Editor of 1. & R. B11.1.11TIN. 

received the following message from EU113A (Niji Novgorod) 
last night, via radio: — 
Pse QSR letter to BULIXTIN R.S.G.R. that Russian test 15-31 

Marth at 21.23 G.M.T.  All QS1. please send via ELlUA. 
Yours faithfully, 
F. E. DOMINFY (G6FD). 

10, Shooters Hill, Cowes, I.O.W. 
(EDITOR'S NOTE. —The above arrived too late for insertion in 

March BULLETIN, but perhaps thc QRA for reports is nf interest 
to all who heard these tests.) 

BORNEO WANTS QS0 ENGLAND. 
To Me Editor of T. &. R. 11114.E .1 

I received a QSL card this morning from liNSKI (Mr. I. R. 
Barnes, Kuching, Sarawak, 13.N. Borneo), on %%hill) he informs me 
that he is transmitting every Saturday night at 2L00 
on about 37 metres.  Hr would be glad of reports, and would 
like to QS0 a G station. 

Best 73's, 
THOMAS H. STREETER, Jun. (BRS42). 

School House, Alfold, near Billingshurst, Sussex. 

ANOTHFR ONE! 
To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 

I )/ AR  ShOtild esteem It a favour if you would draw atten-
tion to ransinitters and others through the medium of the But.- 

_ 

LETIN, that the station working telephone, and giving the call sign 
M I, is not !nine, as I am working ( W Morse only. Thanking 
you in anticipation. 

YoliN faithfully, 
KETCHIIN, GMT. 

10, Beech Road, 
Epsom, Surrey. 

To the Editor of T. & R. 
DEAR SIR.—It k hoped that the following will he 1:1( some interect 

to the readers of the " Bi.u.."  Several times, listening to DX 
stations, we hear them calling EnTrpeail Stations, withimt brill 
fnllowed by a QS0. 

DX ST Ns'.  CALI.ING " " Si c.  SINCR FERRPA KV 

1'4 

27-227 
13-3-27 

.)./.,55 
14.1  r 
10 

00.10 
00.10 
00.10 
00.25 
00.35 
01.30 
01.30 
23.40 
2.3.45 
.1. 50 
2.3.5( 

(10 (1) 
(11.)5 
02.00 
02.10 

30, Tolsteegsingel. 
Ttrecht, 

CALL.  SY. 

SN()X eftiui IAIR 
it  gu 

ebnu  2AYJ 
21a  gu  2(Nj 
OMU gi u 31. W  etc. 
2CC egnu 
OIL egnu 1(,R 
5YX egnu lAXA 
5MA  egnu 3QF 
5N1A egnu lAIIV 
2CC egnu  2UK 

einu 
5BY egim 4013 
8UDI eftm lA1)111 
2CC egnu  lA N A 
513Y  egnu 3131; 
AT'S efnu  2A N X 
6TA egnii  1LV 
-O M ebnu SDNH 
C. (. VERorric. 

fen-LAB and en-1030). 

ell R030 
en R0341 
en R030 

RADIO (; Ni. 
To Mt Editor (4. T. N R.  LLETIN. 

SIR.  I he Itittri" from GOliF which appearud in the March issue 
of the lit tiI t is has encouraged me tit ;(irk the courtesy of your. 
columns tor a similar purpose. 
It is my invariable Trait ice to scrid it QM_ card to every statiini 

I work, in confirmation of our QS0.  These cards are either sent 
direct or via the appropriate distributing agency.  It appears 
that some of my cards have failed to reach their destinations, since 
in many case i have had no acknowledgement of my cards or of 
the QRO'sin respo t of which they were sent. 
I take it. that the object of sending QSI., cards is threefold.  First, 

the card is sent as vonfirmation of the fact of working the station 
to which it is addrrssed.  In this respect the Lard has a definite 
value, for the receipt of such a card from a station which has not 
been worked at once puts one on the track of posible "  " 
who may have been misusing his call-sign.  1 have had personal 
experience of the value Of QSL cards from this aspect. 

Secondly the QSL card furni*hrs information with regard to 
the QS(.)  te=it concerned of a more detailed character than circum-
stances will allow to be transmitted by wireles.s.. 
Thirdly, the flu& tiftrin a pleasing and authoritative record Of the 

activities of one** own station, and their use undoubtedly tends tit 
foster fowl (Minx between amateurs the world over. 
I cannot help feeling that the real utility of the QSL card is apt 

to be hidden by the decorative its-e to which it is frequently put, 
and it may be that rsome amateur,. have overlooked nit. real value 
of the cant. 
1 venturt.' ft ) ask that yi..su will be gi_wid eniiugh to publish this 

letter, in the hope that it will retnind some of those who are perhaps 
a little rarelct6s about sending QSL cards of the value of the latter 
tip thp: recipients.  I do not, of CtIllnWI suggest that all the stations 
which I have worked, but from whirl) I hay" not received cards. 
have taikd to send them.  No doubt many havr been lost in thr 

Below is a lit of statimp. fripm %s hill' I am still awaiting uard.s. 
I need not a(hl that if my own • arit to them have misrarried1 
shall be only t'. delighted tfl send duplit atel•  5NN. 
1111/, 2VG, 26F, 5107, t11A, 51 NtiKA, I —ZA. 
St.!, KO, 1RE, 05, h, 75, -IMI 1,. IXI', F-su-r, I'M SPAN, ARBP, 
*kV ?AMR. 81,MM. Ka, SPD, $( X X, 8K74, NO3, 1)7X17.  Yours 

A. C. C. Witi.wevv, 
Radio G2NT. 

PS —I Nee  from another !utter in the same issue that my card 
to a Belgian Station has tn6carried.  I am, of course, sending 
another. This illustrates the value of a notice in your columns, — 

ATTENTION I 
o the Editor T. & R. BULLETIN. 

51k,---1 note on pilgt- 17 of the February. 19'27, T. & R. lltiLLE-rix, 
that. the addrtss of the American Radio Relay League headquarters 
is given as 1015, Main Street, 11.irtford, Conn.  This is incorrect, 
and its present apidro5s is 1711. Park Street, Hartford, Conn. — 
Yours sincerely, 

Executive Ileadqttarte m 
1-lartford, Connist-ticsit, 

HAnoto P. 1VisrmAN, 
Assivpt. Terlinical Editor, QST. 

DO  NOT  BE  WITHOUT 

Q.S.L. CARDS 
We have a variety of Styles 
arranged in  most convenient 
for ms  of word arrange ment. 

100 7 6  250 11, 6  500 18/. 
arr paid in UK 

Samples free on application 10--

T. WARBURTON & CO., LTD., 
77, SACKV1LLE STREET, 

MANCHESTER. 

ELECTRON 
kg PANELEGS 

e  PATENT' ti‘ 247725 

PP  11 ?r  11)  SUPPORT WHILE 
YOU WORK ON YOUR 

WIRELESS PANEL 
219 PER SET 

OF FOUR 
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS 

OR DIRECT FROM 

SOUTH WALES WI RELESS INSTALLATION Et 
21, 22, ED WARD TERRACE 

Phone 1965.  CARDIFF. 
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TEST UNDER 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
It is essential that the variable voltages 
applied to a radio set, which are under 
your own control, must be regulated 
while the set is actually in operation. 
Open circuit tests,' that is, tests made 
direct from the battery terminals, are 
useless, as the voltage drop due to 
resistance in the circuit is very mis-
leading. 

In order to ascertain correctly the actual 
voltage applied to the valve electrodes 
readings must be taken from different 
points in the circuit with a Weston 
Model 506 Pin Jack Voltmeter, which 
is supplied with a High Range stand, 
Pin Jacks and Long Testing Cables. 
These enable you to reach any part of 
the set and take accurate high and low 
tension readings. 

For  voltage  adjustments  which,  you 
moist  remember,  are equally  as  im-
portant as tuning adjustments, only a 
Weston  instrument  is sufficiently  accu-
rate to he of any use.  Weston instru-
ments are standard the world over, and 
on their unvarying reliability you may 
depend entirely for more economical 
and efficient operation of your set. Full 
detailed information supplied on request. 

WESTON Model 506 Pin Jack Voltmeter 
Price complete with testing cables 

£2 10 0 

W ESTON 
STANDARD THE W ORLD OVER 

Pioneers since 1888 
Weston Electrical Instrument Co. Ltd. 

15, Gt. Saffron Hill 
London, E.C.1 

A TEsTIMUNIAL. 
() the Edttor 01 I & R. 1.31.1.J.Eus. 

I beg to a( knowledge receipt of your letter and one hundred 
sheets of T. St R. S(xlion notepaper, for which I thank you. The 
quality of the paper and the heading is excellent.  I ani very 
pleased with it. 

Yours faithfully, 
JoHN V. PARSONS. 

I lolland House, Sutton Coldfield, near Birmingham 
Nor. —We have plenty more in stock 

A NILTH01) OF MEASURIN(g lilt IJIFRI QUENC 

CURRENI . 

To the Editor of T.& R. BULLF.TIN. 
Re Mr. Aughtie's (6AT) letter in this month's Ilitia.uriN. 

believe thrre are one or two mistakes in the matter of that integral 
2,11 

0) do 

which, if it is going to simplify (1liwn to a result anything like 
the result given should read 

1 /2 r  

(al 4-2ab-1 bi in' 0)110, 
2 J o 

the mistake here, apparently, being that the printers mistook the 
symbol  (Greek letter - pi") for a "  
In the result of this integration there has been another 

mistake, i e. : 
11.2 should read at. 

and I am not quite sure whether Mr. Aughtie has arrived at the 
currect rritlt, which I think should be : 

b1 
az !-  not a: + 

allowing for printers' error-s. 
Thanking you for the tine way the old " Bvm." is shaping. 

and wishing you all the best. 
Yours wid 73's, 

R. POLLOCK (M M. 
4, Glenhurst Avenue, N. W.5. 

••• =1 

I 

PURL DC AND DX. 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 

I have read with inter-st Mr. Neill's letter in the current issue 
of the BULL} TIN regarding a pure DC note and DX. 
A very good reply to Mr. Neill's queries is contained in Kruse's 

ankle in this month's QST, but I thought that readers might be 
interested in an experience of my own on this same subject.  Two 
years ago I was carrying out some experiments with G2KF when 

%V.1̀4 at sea, about 400 miles west of Boston, Massachusetts.  I 
was having, difficulty in reading 21<Y on account of his very pure 

I.,)C note.  There was a big sea running at the time, and I experienced difficulty in holding such a very pure signal.  I asked 

Partridge if he could arrange to modulate the note in some way, 
and with his usual resourcefulness he inserted a buzzer in the 
grid circuit.  From then on we were able to copy his signals with 
the greate,-tt of ease, and he was far and away the best signal from 
Europe, even when we were in the interior ashore.  It should be 
noted, however, in connection with the above that the desirability 
of modulating the signal was brought about by the fact that, at 
sea, it is sometimes extremely difficult to copy short wave signals 
due to the movement and other varying factors met %%ith, especially 
if the ship's " earth " is being employed.  I am still of the opinion, 
that a pure DC note is superior to all others always, provided 
that it remains absolutely constant in frequency,  What we 
should really do is to conckultrate our every effort on securing a 
steady output, which I believe to be the essence of success in all 
short wave working irrespective of the power employed. 

Yours faithfully, 
KENYON SECRETAN. 

105, Castelnau, Barnes, S.W.13. 

FRENCH QSI. DIFFICULTIES SUIX11)! 

7'o the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 

I shall be obliged if you can grant a little space in your next 
issue to enable me to reply to the letter from Mr. .1, Clarricoats, 
which appears in the March issue of the BULLETIN, under the heading 
" French QSL Difficulties." 
Ile asks: " Is it not time that something were done by the 

1. & R. Section to officially get a line up on the French QSL 
difficulty."  He is obviously unaware that negotiations and 
correspondence have been going on betwetn the Frenchmen and 
our old friend Jamblin for a considerable time, and that since the 
QSL Sertion was taken over by headquarters, the latter has renewed 
the efforts made by 613T. 

YOU  WILL  HELP  US  BY  BUYING  FRO M  " BULLETIN " ADVERTISERS 
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Mr. Clarriumats will be pleased to know that the efforts made 
by H.Q. have at last been crowned with success, largely as the 
result of the spade work done by friend Jamblin, and that the 
R.E.F., whose official organ is journal des 8's, has at last definitely 
entered into an agreenwnt with us to despatch, once weekly, all 
QSL.'s intended for British stations, which may come into their 
hands.  He will also be delighted to hear that the hundreds of 
tards have been delivered to us by hand. 

Yours faithfully, 
H. A Rock, 

Sel-retary, 
53, Victoria Street, SW I. 

FIRST (ISO SOrTH  AFRICA •ENGLAND ? 

To the Edilor of T. & R. Ii171.1.FTIN. 

DEAR  wish to report that the first 23-metre South Africa-
England QS() was effected by this station tonight at 18.24 G.M..1. 
when fo A5X was heard on 20 metrv. calling cq. Contact was ectab-
ished 'straight away.  A5X was V5 here and he r4 ported 2N11 as 
V3.  The input at A X was given as 50 watts and the input hr 
at this station was 3t1 watts  A5X asked nie to inform thy R.S.4; U. 

Yours sincerely, 
E. A. DEDmAN, (;'2N11. 

65, Kingston Road, 
New Malden, Surrey. 

To thr Editor of T. & R. Buti_rriN. 

DEAR SIR,—On Fi,ibruary 19, at 00.55 G. M.T., I heard FQ•PM 
calling a Brazilian amateur.  His wave-length was 31 tnetrtls, 
stetngth R2 to R3, but pure D.C. note and very steady, so that his 
igrials were very easy to copy.  He did not receive any reply from 
Brazil, so I called him on 45 metres, but failed to raise him. 
I see from the October, 1926, QST, that PM is tlw station of 

Mr. Edwin Couens, of the Presbyterian Hoard of foreign 'Missions, 
and that it is situated at Ebolowa, Cameroun, West Africa.  Appar-
ently he is using the short-wave outfit which he took back to Africa 
with him after his visit to California, and is using the new 1.A.R.U. 
intermediate for his locality, and not FO as lw expected to use. 

Ycairs faithfully, 
It J. AXTF  (;2‘1. 

78, Ealing Road, 
weinbley, Nlidditu,1/44•N. 

EXCHANGE & MART. 
Many amateurs are on the look-out for second-hand 
apparatus at a moderate _figure.  Look through your 
junk and see what you have worth selling and turn it 
into 'Honey.  This is your best tnedium for disposing 

of your surplus experimental gear. 

M RTLEY SPRAGUE Double Current Genera-
tor, 2,000 volts, 100 AI,  L.T. 24 volts 8 

amps, perfect condition, ,116.  Also 200-volt D.C. 
Motor, shunt wound, 3,350 r.p.m.,  h.p. complete 
with starter, continuous rating new, £8 10s.  Cox 
(5J W), Sandhurst Avenue, Withington, Manchester. 

FOR SA II'.  -I land Generator Marconi 600V, 
30 NI X, ucw and perfect, („3. —G.  WiLsoN 

(92\VN), 8, Stanley Street, Hanky, Stoke-on-Trent. 

Why not fill this space 
OMS ? 

You surely have some 
Junk to turn into Cash ? 

Do it Now and fill your 
Wallet  against buying 

new gear. 

SP1 I 11 

the Aditor of T. & R. fici.J.Li 
DEAR Sta,—May I reply through your columns to the report by 

GOV headed " Speed ? 40 W O W, who is an able and serious 
experimenter of some six years' experience, fares rather badly in 
that report.  I would suggest that GOV, should work GI6NIK- he 
would then be able to have all the speed he may require, and remove 
the 5 w.p.m. idea he has got from hearing the call given at that 
speed.  t;It;MK is a new andidate to the T. & K. Sectigin and 
%vill  (1(4114 be i useful member.  Hi. QICA i " Parkvi114-," 
-Antrifik Road. Belfast.  Thanking you, be-4  M 

am, yours truly. 
A. P401(11 1̀.  ':$  %. 

61, Urn/knell Road, 
Ilvdi. Park, 1.1-eds. 

ulletin Standing 
Notices. 

All members are asked to read carefully the following 
notices before writing. 
Address all your correspondence to the particular 

Officer in whose province it is to deal with the 
matter under discussion. These are the Advertising 
Manager, The Hon. Organiser T. & R. BULLETIN ; 
The lion. Secretary, T. 8c R. Section ; The Sales 
Manager, T. & R. ii1 11.1.u.T1N ; Secretary, Experi-
mental Section ; ().S.1.. Manager  Q.R.A. Manager, 
and the Chairman, T. & H. Section.  Each one of 
these officers has his own I )epartment and method 
of dealing with correspondence. 
Always write your letters relating to different 

subjects on separate sheets of paper.  Do not send 
in an order to the Sales Department and ask the 
Hon. Organiser a question in the same letter or ask 
a question about your licence.  Also du not mix 
criticisms of the lici.LETIN with criticisms of some 
other Department of the Soction. 
When sending cheques or postal orders do not em-

body payment in respect of several items in one sum, 
but make out separate sums for the various items. 
Orders for all articles except enamelled emblems 

should be addressed to the Sales Manager and 
nobody else, and cheques should be made payable 
to Sales Department, T. & R. BULLETIN.  Cheques 
and orders for enamelled badges should be made 
payable to the Secretary, Radio Society of Great 
Britain, and also subscriptions. 
Questions concerning licence matters should be 

addressed to the Hon. Secretary, T. & R. Section. 
Reports concerning other activities should be 

addressed to your Area Manager. 
Changes of Qi n should be addressed to C. A. 

Jamblin, Esq., (.)RA Manager, 82, York Road, 
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, and these will be 
embodied in a monthly report in the BULLETIN, 
and will be noted by Headquarters. 
QSL cards should be forwarded properly addressed 

and stamped in the case of known QIZA's to Q,S1.. 
Manager,  Radio Society of (;reat  Britain, 53, 
Victoria Street, SAVA.  In the case of the free 
delivery countries, however, it is einiy necessary 
to address the card and not to stamp it. 
When corresponding with the Hon. Organiser, 

T. & R. .13tyLLETTN, and if a reply is required always 
send a stamped addressed envelope unless you are 
sending an article for publication.  Replies cannot. 
lx-e guaranteed unless this rule is observed. 
Read these notices month by month in order to 

ensure that no change takes place without your 
knowledge. 
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W ITH the distinct advantage of 
over 35 years Battery manu-
facturing experience, it is not 

surprising that the C.A.V. H.T. ac--
cumulator has proved itself in every 
way superior to other makes. 

C.A.V. H.T. accumulators are not built 
of the ordinary test tubes, but tubes of 
special design and material assembled 
to eliminate intercell current leakage, 
which is so common amongst block 
form accumulators.  The exclusive 
design of C.A.V. H.T. accumulators 
provides a path of intercell leakage 
which is more than 9". 
To prove our absolute confidence in these ac-
cumulators, we guarantee, if you are not satisfied, 
to accept return within 21 days from purchase 
date, and refund money in full, provided battery 
is returned intact to the Agent from whom it was 
purchased. 

H.T. accumulators will last for years, 
and only need recharging approximately every 
four months. They give bigger volume and are 
silent in operation. 

Size 81 7 x 7:1 ins. high. 

Supplied fully charged ready for 
immediate use and with distilled 
water filler  ... 

60 Volts 

601-
Also supplied in 30 and 90 volts, at pro rata prices 

Our Illustrated Catalogue will be supplied on 
application. 

A CTO N LONDON .W. 

BULLETI N  ADVE R TISE RS  ARE  YO UR HELPERS. 
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Round the world with 

Type. 

Mullard Valves 

(2) BURNLEY (J. C. Harrison) 

"As I have one of your 
have had excellent service 
that perhaps you 

V0/250 valves and 
from it, I thought 

might be interested in the 
more recent work that it has done. 

" Using 2,000 volts on the plate, obtained from 
a 2,000 volt Mortley D.C. gerzewtor, and 
with an input of about 200 watts, in a coupled 
Armstrong circuit, I have, in the past three 
weeks, worked eleven Australian, including three 
Tasmanian,. three New Zealand, forty American, 
one Dominican (the first amateur work between 
Dominica and Great Britain) and one station 
in Java." 

Enjoy the thrills of distance 
and make your radio 
a complete success by using 

Mullard 
THH • IWASTER.• VALVE 

• 

*DFA6 
*DFA7 
*DFA8 
0/30A 
*DO/40 
V0/50 
V0/150 
VO/250 
*D0/250 

Fil  Fil 
Volts.  amps. 

4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
5.4 
6 

11 
11 

.85 

.85 

.85 
1.8 
.) 

4.4 

10 
6 

Anode 
volts. 

100/400 
100/400 
I 011/400 
1000/1200 
500/1000 
800/1500 
1500/2500 
2000/3500 
2000/3000 

ImpPdance 
ohms. 

*Long-life Dull Emitter Valves, 

4,5oo 
2,850 
152000 
33,000 
4,200 
132000 
242000 
Hp 
11,000 

Price. 

£2  0 0 
2 0 0 
2 0 0 

5 5 0 
5 12  6 
610 
7 7 
12  5 0 

The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Denmark Street, W.C.2 

Priimird lsy Lewin Boonuas LTD., SO, Southwark Bridge Road, S. E. , and Published by the TRaNsmirrni AND RILAT %c m,' or 
Tild  RA DIO  SOCIIITY  or  GO UT  BlifTAUI.  Straot, Woatosinalter. S. W. s. 


